
Allah tells us about  man and how he becomes annoyed and worried when he is touched with 
dist ress.  

び∃ヂΑ⌒ゲ∠ハ ∃¬べ∠ハ⊥キ ヱ⊥グ∠プ ぁゲｚゼャや ⊥ヮｚジ∠ョ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ  

(but  when evil touches him, then he has recourse to long supplicat ions.)ぴ41:51び ` Long 
supplicat ions' also means many supplicat ions. When man suffers adversity he becomes worried 
and anxious. So he supplicates more. He prays to Allah to lif t  and remove the adversity. He 
prays while standing, sit t ing or laying down. When Allah removes his adversity and lif ts his 
dist ress, he turns away and becomes arrogant . He goes on as if  nothing were wrong with him 
before.  

び⊥ヮｚジｚョ ｙゲ⊥ッ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま べ∠レ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ミ ｚゲ∠ョぴ  

(He passes on as if  he had never invoked Us for a harm that  touched him!) Allah then crit icized 
and condemned those who have these qualit ies or act  this way, so He said:  

 ∠リΒ⌒プ⌒ゲ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ∠リあΑ⊥コ ∠マ⌒ャグ∠ミぴび∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠Α ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ  

(Thus it  is made fair seeming to the wasteful that  which they used to do.) But  those on whom 
Allah has bestowed good guidance and support  are an except ion.  

び⌒れゅ∠エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや ∇やヲ⊥ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ∠ヱ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ら∠タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ｚΙ⌒まぴ  

(Except  those who have pat ience believe and do righteous good deeds.) ぴ11:11び The Prophet  
said:  

» ゅ⇔ら∠イ∠ハ)⌒ゲ∇ョ∠ほ⌒ャ ( ゅｚャ⌒ま ⇔¬ゅ∠ツ∠ホ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ぶや ヶ⌒ツ∇ボ∠Α ゅ∠ャ ⌒リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャや
 ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠ゲ∠ら∠ダ∠プ ⊥¬やｚゲ∠ッ ⊥ヮ∇わ∠よゅ∠タ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠ラゅ∠ミ

∠プ ⊥¬やｚゲ∠シ ⊥ヮ∇わ∠よゅ∠タ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠ゲ∠ム∠ゼ
リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∃ギ∠ェ∠ほ⌒ャ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∠ザ∇Β∠ャ∠ヱ ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ«  

(How wonderful is the case of a believer; there is good for him in everything and this is not  the 
case with anyone except  a believer. If  prosperity at tends him, he expresses grat itude to Allah, 
and that  is good for him. And if  adversity befalls him, he endures it  pat ient ly and that  is also 
good for him.)  



 ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ゅｚヨ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ゅ∠レ∇ム∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱぴ
∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Β⌒ャ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ろ⇒∠レあΒ∠ら∇ャゅ⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ⊥シ⊥ケ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ∠ヱ 

 ∠リΒ⌒ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ヵ⌒ゴ∇イ∠ル ∠マ⌒ャグ∠ミ- ∇ユ⊥ム⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ｚユ⊥を 
 ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∠ゲ⊥ヌレ∠レ⌒ャ ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ リ⌒ョ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∠ブ⌒ゃ⇒∠ヤ∠カ

び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ  

(13. And indeed, We dest royed generat ions before you when they did wrong, while their 
Messengers came to them with clear proofs, but  they were not  such as to believe! Thus do We 
requite the people who are criminals.) (14. Then We made you successors after them, 
generat ions after generat ions in the land, that  We might  see how you would work.)  

 

The Admonition held in the Destruction of the Previous Generations 

Allah tells us about  what  happened to past  generat ions when they belied the Messengers and 
the clear signs and proofs the lat ter brought  to them. Allah then made this nat ion successors 
after them. He sent  to them a Messenger to test  their obedience to Him and following His 
Messenger. Muslim recorded that  Abu Nadrah reported from Abu Sa` id that  he said: "Allah's 
Messenger said:  

» ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ヘ⌒ヤ∇ガ∠わ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠ぶや ｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∩∀り∠ゲ⌒ツ∠カ ∀り∠ヲ∇ヤ⊥ェ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ｚラ⌒ま
∠ゎ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∀ゲ⌒ニゅ∠レ∠プ ∩ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ やヲ⊥ボｚゎや∠ヱ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや やヲ⊥ボｚゎゅ∠プ ∩∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ

 ヶ⌒プ ∇ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ ∠モΒ⌒もや∠ゲ∇シ⌒ま ヶ∠レ⌒よ ⌒る∠レ∇わ⌒プ ∠メｚヱ∠ぺ ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∩∠¬ゅ∠ジあレャや
¬ゅ∠ジあレャや«  

(The world is indeed sweet  and green; and verily Allah is going to install you generat ions after 
generat ions in it  in order to see how you act .  So safeguard yourselves against  the world and 
avoid (the t rial caused by) women. For the f irst  t rial of the Children of Israel was due to 
women..) Ibn Jarir reported from ` Abdur-Rahman from Ibn Abi Layla that  ` Awf bin Malik said to 
Abu Bakr: "In a dream, I saw a rope hanging from the sky and Allah's Messenger was being 
raised. The rope was suspended again and Abu Bakr was raised. Then people were given 
dif ferent  measurements around the Minbar, and ` Umar was favored with three forearm 
measurements. '' ` Umar said: "Keep your dream away from us, we have no need for it . '' When 
` Umar succeeded, he called for ` Awf and said to him, "Tell me about  your dream'' ` Awf said: 
"Do you need to hear about  my dream now Did you not  scold me before'' He then said, "Woe 
unto you! I hated for you to announce it  to the successor of Allah's Messenger himself . '' So ` Awf 
related his dream unt il he got  to the three forearms, he said: "One that  he was Khalifah, 



second he did not  -- for the sake of Allah -- fear the blame of blamers, and third he was a 
martyr. '' Allah said:  

 ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ リ⌒ョ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∠ブ⌒ゃ⇒∠ヤ∠カ ∇ユ⊥ム⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ｚユ⊥をぴ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∠ゲ⊥ヌレ∠レ⌒ャ  

(Then We made you successors af ter them, generat ions after generat ions in the land, that  We 
might  see how you would work.)(10:14) Then he said: "Son of the mother of ` Umar, you have 
been appointed as Khalifah, so look at  what  you will do! About  not  fearing the blame of 
blamers, that  is Allah's will.  About  becoming a martyr, how can ` Umar reach that  when the 
Muslims are in support  of him''  

 ∠Ι ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠メゅ∠ホ ∃れゅ∠レあΒ∠よ ゅ∠レ⊥わ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ヴ∠ヤ∇わ⊥ゎ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ
 ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥ヮ∇ャあギ∠よ ∇ヱ∠ぺ へ∠グ⇒∠ワ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ∃ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ⌒よ ⌒ろ∇もや ゅ∠ル∠¬べ∠ボ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥ィ∇ゲ∠Α
 ｚΙ⌒ま ⊥ノ⌒らｚゎ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ヴ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ⌒¬べ∠ボ∇ヤ⌒ゎ リ⌒ョ ⊥ヮ∠ャあギ∠よ⊥ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ヴ⌒ャ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ゅ∠ョ

⌒ま ⊥フゅ∠カ∠ぺ ヴあル⌒ま ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ∠ェヲ⊥Α ゅ∠ョ ∠ゆや∠グ∠ハ ヴあよ∠ケ ⊥ろ∇Β∠ダ∠ハ ∇ラ
 ∃ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α- ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮ⊥ゎ∇ヲ∠ヤ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠¬べ∠セ ∇ヲｚャ モ⊥ホ 

 ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リあョ ⇔やゲ⊥ヨ⊥ハ ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒プ ⊥ろ∇ん⌒ら∠ャ ∇ギ∠ボ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ミや∠ケ∇キ∠ぺ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠ゎ  

(15. And when Our clear Ayat  are recited unto them, those who hope not  for their meet ing 
with Us, say: "Bring us a Qur'an other than this, or change it . '' Say: "It  is not  for me to change it  
on my own accord; I only follow that  which is revealed unto me. Verily, I fear the torment  of 
the Great  Day (the Day of Resurrect ion) if  I were to disobey my Lord. '') (16. Say: "If  Allah had so 
willed, I should not  have recited it  to you nor would He have made it  known to you. Verily, I 
have stayed among you a lifet ime before this. Have you then no sense'')  

 

Obstinance of the Chiefs of the Quraysh 

Allah tells us about  the obst inance of the disbelievers of the Quraysh, who were opposed to the 
message and denied Allah. When the Messenger read to them from the Book of Allah and His 
clear evidence they said to him: "Bring a Qur'an other than this. '' They wanted the Prophet  to 
take back this Book and bring them another book of a dif ferent  style or change it  to a dif ferent  
form. So Allah said to His Prophet  :   



びヴ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ⌒¬べ∠ボ∇ヤ⌒ゎ リ⌒ョ ⊥ヮ∠ャあギ∠よ⊥ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ヴ⌒ャ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ゅ∠ョ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "It  is not  for me to change it  on my own accord;) This means that  it  is not  up to me to do 
such a thing. I am but  a servant  who receives commands. I am a Messenger conveying from 
Allah.  

 ∇ラ⌒ま ⊥フゅ∠カ∠ぺ ヴあル⌒ま ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ∠ェヲ⊥Α ゅ∠ョ ｚΙ⌒ま ⊥ノ⌒らｚゎ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒まぴ
び∃ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ゆや∠グ∠ハ ヴあよ∠ケ ⊥ろ∇Β∠ダ∠ハ  

(I only follow that  which is revealed unto me. Verily, I fear the torment  of the Great  Day (the 
Day of Resurrect ion) if  I were to disobey my Lord.)  

The Evidence of the Truthfulness of the Qur'an Muhammad then 
argued with supporting evidence to the truthfulness of what he had 

brought them: 

 

び⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ミや∠ケ∇キ∠ぺ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮ⊥ゎ∇ヲ∠ヤ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠¬べ∠セ ∇ヲｚャ モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "If  Allah had so willed, I should not  have recited it  to you nor would He have made it  
known to you... '') This indicates that  he brought  this only with the permission and will of Allah 
for him to do so. The proof of this was that  he had not  fabricated it  himself  and that  they were 
incapable of refut ing it ,  and that  they should be fully aware of his t ruthfulness and honesty 
since he grew up among them, unt il Allah sent  the Message to him. The Prophet  was never 
crit icized for anything or held in contempt . So he said,  

び∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠ゎ ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リあョ ⇔やゲ⊥ヨ⊥ハ ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒プ ⊥ろ∇ん⌒ら∠ャ ∇ギ∠ボ∠プぴ  

(Verily, I have stayed among you a lifet ime before this. Have you then no sense) Which meant  
"don't  you have brains with which you may dist inguish the t ruth from falsehood'' When 
Heraclius, the Roman king, asked Abu Sufyan and those who were in his company about  the 
Prophet  ,  he said: "Have you ever accused him of telling lies before his claim'' Abu Sufyan 
replied: "No.'' Abu Sufyan was then the head of the disbelievers and the leader of the idolators, 
but  he st il l admit ted the t ruth. This is a clear and irrefutable test imony since it  came from the 
enemy. Heraclius then said: "I wondered how a person who does not  tell a lie about  others 
could ever tell a lie about  Allah. '' Ja` far bin Abu Talib said to An-Naj ashi, the king of Ethiopia: 
"Allah has sent  to us a Messenger that  we know his t ruthfulness, ancest ral lineage, and honesty. 
He stayed among us before the prophethood for forty years. ''  



⌒グ∠ミ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ン∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ⌒リｚヨ⌒ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ニ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ヨ∠プぴ ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔よ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ウ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥Α ∠Ι ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠Αべ⌒よ  

(17. So who does more wrong than he who forges a lie against  Allah or denies His Ayat  Surely, 
the criminals will never be successful!)  

 

Allah says that no one is more wrong, unjust and arrogant than he 
who invented a lie against Allah, forged claims about Allah, or 

claimed that Allah has sent a message to him but his claim was not 
true. 

No one is more of a criminal or has commit ted greater wrong than such a person. Liars cannot  
be confused with Prophets. Anyone who claims such a thing, whether lying or telling the t ruth, 
will necessarily be supported by Allah with proofs and signs of his falsehood or t ruthfulness. 
The dif ference between Muhammad and Musaylamah the liar, was clearer to those who met  
both of them than the dif ference between forenoon and midnight  when it  is ext remely dark. 
Those who are clear-sighted can dist inguish via signs and proofs between the t ruthfulness of 
Muhammad and the falsehood of Musaylamah the liar, Saj ah and Al-Aswad Al-` Ansi. Abdullah 
bin Salam said: "When Allah's Messenger arrived at  Al-Madinah, people were scared away and I 
was one of them. But  when I saw him, I realized that  his face could never be the face of a liar. 
The f irst  thing I heard from him was his statement :  

» ∩∠ュゅ∠バｚトャや やヲ⊥ヨ⌒バ∇デ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∩∠ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや やヲ⊥ゼ∇プ∠ぺ ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ぺ ゅ∠Α
 ⊥サゅｚレャや∠ヱ ⌒モ∇Βｚヤャゅ⌒よ やヲぁヤ∠タ∠ヱ ∩∠ュゅ∠ェ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや やヲ⊥ヤ⌒タ∠ヱ

ュゅ∠ヤ∠ジ⌒よ ∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや やヲ⊥ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠ゎ∩⊥ュゅ∠Β⌒ル«  

(O people, spread the greet ings of peace, feed others, be dut iful to your relat ives and offer 
prayers in the night  when others are asleep so that  you will enter Paradise in peace.)'' When 
Dimam bin Tha` labah came to Allah's Messenger and asked him in the presence of his people -- 
Banu Sa` d bin Bakr: "Who raised this heaven'' He replied, や.  (Allah). He asked: "And who erected 
these mountains'' He replied, や.  (Allah). He asked: "Who spread out  this earth'' He replied, や.  
(Allah). Then he asked: "I ask you in the name of the One, Who raised the heavens, erected the 
mountains, and spread out  this earth, has Allah sent  you as a Messenger to all mankind'' He 
said, i  

»ユ∠バ∠ル ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャ∠や«  

(By Allah, Yes!) Then Dimam asked him about  Salah, Zakah, Haj j  and fast ing. With every 
quest ion he swore by Allah and with every response the Prophet  swore also. Dimam then said: 
"You indeed are telling the t ruth. By the One Who sent  you with the t ruth I will not  increase or 
decrease from what  you have told me.'' This man was content  with the few responses of the 



Prophet  .  He was convinced of the Prophet 's t ruthfulness by the signs that  he saw and 
witnessed. It  was narrated that  ` Amr bin Al-` As went  to Musaylamah. ` Amr was not  a Muslim at  
that  t ime and he was a friend of Musaylamah. Musaylamah said: "Woe unto you ` Amr. What  was 
revealed unto your friend -- meaning Allah's Messenger -- during this period'' ` Amr replied: "I 
heard his companions reading a short  but  great  Surah. '' He asked, "And what  was that '' He 
recited:  

 ⌒ゲ∇ダ∠バ∇ャや∠ヱぴ-び ∃ゲ∇ジ⊥カ ヴ⌒ヘ∠ャ ∠リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや ｚラ⌒ま   

(By Al-` Asr (the t ime). Verily, man is in loss.) ぴ103:1-2び unt il the end of the Surah. Musaylamah 
thought  for a while and then said: "Something similar to that  was also revealed to me.'' ` Amr 
asked: "And what  is it '' He then recited: "O Wabr, O Wabr! You are only two ears and a breast . 
The rest  of you is hollow.' What  do you think, ` Amr'' ` Amr then said: "By Allah, you know that  I 
know that  you are a liar. '' This was a statement  made by an idolator in j udgment  of 
Musaylamah. He knew Muhammad and his t ruthfulness. He also knew Musaylamah and his 
tendency toward falsehood and lying. People who think and have insight  know even bet ter.  
Allah said:  

 ∠メゅ∠ホ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⇔ゅよ⌒グ∠ミ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ン∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ⌒リｚヨ⌒ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ニ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ
 ⊥メ⌒ゴル⊥ほ∠シ ∠メゅ∠ホ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∀¬∇ヴ∠セ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠ゥヲ⊥Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ⌒ェ∇ヱ⊥ぺ

び⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠メゴ∠ル∠ぺ べ∠ョ ∠モ∇ん⌒ョ  

(And who does more aggression and wrong than he who invents a lie against  Allah or rej ects His 
Ayat .) ぴ6:21び  

 ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔よ⌒グ∠ミ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ン∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ⌒リｚヨ⌒ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ニ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ヨ∠プぴ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ウ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥Α ∠Ι ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠Αべ⌒よ  

(So who does more wrong than he who forges a lie against  Allah or denies His Ayat  Surely, the 
criminals will never be successful!) ぴ10:17び No one is more unj ust  than he who belies the t ruth 
which the Messengers have brought  supported with evidence and proof.  

 ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ワぁゲ⊥ツ∠Α ∠Ι ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リ⌒ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠Α∠ヱぴ
ｚヤャや ∠ギレ⌒ハ ゅ∠ル⊥ぽ⇒∠バ∠ヘ⊥セ ⌒¬Ι⊥ぽ⇒∠ワ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ∠ヘレ∠Α ∇モ⊥ホ ⌒ヮ

 ヴ⌒プ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ゃあら∠レ⊥ゎ∠ぺ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Α ゅｚヨ∠ハ ヴ∠ャゅ∠バ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ルゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや- ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ 



 ∀る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ヘ∠ヤ∠わ∇カゅ∠プ ⇔り∠ギ⌒ェや∠ヱ ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ⊥サゅｚレャや ∠ラゅ∠ミ
⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ヶ⌒ツ⊥ボ∠ャ ∠マあよｚケ リ⌒ョ ∇ろ∠ボ∠ら∠シび ∠ラヲ⊥ヘ⌒ヤ∠わ∇ガ∠Α ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨΒ  

(18. And they worship besides Allah things that  harm them not , nor prof it  them, and they say: 
"These are our intercessors with Allah. '' Say: "Do you inform Allah of that  which He knows not  in 
the heavens and on the earth'' Glorif ied and Exalted is He above all that  which they associate 
as partners (with Him)!) (19. Mankind were but  one community, then they dif fered (later); and 
had not  it  been for a Word that  went  forth before from your Lord, it  would have been set t led 
between them regarding what  they dif fered.)  

 

What do the Idolators believe about Their Gods 

Allah reproaches the idolators that  worshipped others beside Allah, thinking that  those gods 
would intercede for them before Allah. Allah states that  these gods do not  harm or benefit .  
They don't  have any authority over anything, nor do they own anything. These gods can never 
do what  the idolators had claimed about  them. That  is why Allah said:  

 ∠Ι∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ゃあら∠レ⊥ゎ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ホぴ
ｘΙや ヴ⌒プび⌒チ∇ケ  

(Say: ` Do you inform Allah of that  which He knows not  in the heavens and on the earth') Ibn 
Jarir said: "This means, ` Are you telling Allah about  what  may not  happen in the heavens and 
earth' Allah then announced that  His Glorious Self  is far above their Shirk and Kufr by saying:  

び∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Α ゅｚヨ∠ハ ヴ∠ャゅ∠バ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ルゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シぴ  

(Glorif ied and Exalted is He above all that  which they associate as partners (with Him)!) 

Shirk is New 

Allah then tells us that  Shirk was new among mankind. It  was not  in existence in the beginning. 
He tells us that  people were believers in one religion and that  religion was Islam. Ibn ` Abbas 
said: "There were ten centuries between Adam and Nuh. They were all on Islam. Then 
dif ferences among people took place. They worshipped idols and rivals. So Allah sent  extensive 
evidence and irrefutable proof with His Messengers. ''  

 リ∠ハ ｚヴ∠ェ ∇リ∠ョ ヴ∠Β∇エ∠Α∠ヱ ∃る∠レあΒ∠よ リ∠ハ ∠マ∠ヤ∠ワ ∇リ∠ョ ∠マ⌒ヤ∇ヰ∠Βあャぴ
び∃る∠レあΒ∠よ  



(So that  those who were to be dest royed (for rej ect ing the faith) might  be dest royed after a 
clear evidence, and those who were to live might  live after a clear evidence.)ぴ8:42び Allah's 
statement :  

び∠マあよｚケ リ⌒ョ ∇ろ∠ボ∠ら∠シ ∀る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱぴ  

(And had not  it  been for a Word that  went  forth before from your Lord...) means that  if  Allah 
had not  decreed He would not  punish anyone unt il the evidence is established against  them. 
And also that  if  He had not  given creatures a respite unt il a defined term had passed, He would 
have j udged among them in what  they disputed. Then He would have caused the believers to 
be happy and delighted and the disbelievers to be miserable and wretched.  

∠Α∠ヱぴ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∇モ⊥ボ∠プ ⌒ヮあよｚケ リあョ ∀る∠Αや∠¬ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ
び ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ヌ∠わレ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠リあョ ∇ユ⊥ム∠バ∠ョ ヴあル⌒ま ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヌ∠わ∇ルゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャ ⊥ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや  

(20. And they say: "How is it  that  not  a sign is sent  down on him from his Lord'' Say: "The 
Unseen belongs only to Allah, so wait  you, verily, I am with you among those who wait . '')  

 

The Idolators requested a Miracle 

These stubborn, lying disbelievers said, "Why would not  a sign be revealed to Muhammad from 
his Lord. '' They meant  a sign such as given to Salih. Allah sent  the she-camel to Thamud. They 
wanted Allah to change the mount  of As-Safa into gold or remove the mountains of Makkah and 
replace them with gardens and rivers. Allah is capable of doing all of that , but  He is All-Wise in 
His act ions and statements. Allah said:  

 ∠マ⌒ャク リあョ ⇔やゲ∇Β∠カ ∠マ∠ャ ∠モ∠バ∠ィ ∠¬べ∠セ ラ⌒ま ン⌒グｚャや ∠ポ∠ケゅ∠ら∠ゎぴ
 ∠マｚャ モ∠バ∇イ∠Α∠ヱ ⊥ゲ⇒∠ヰ∇ルｘΙや ゅ∠ヰ⌒わ∇エ∠ゎ リ⌒ョ ン⌒ゲ∇イ∠ゎ ∃ろ⇒ｚレ∠ィ

 ⇔やケヲ⊥ダ⊥ホ- ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ リ∠ヨ⌒ャ ゅ∠ル∇ギ∠わ∇ハ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャゅ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ∇モ∠よ 
び ⇔やゲΒ⌒バ∠シ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャゅ⌒よ  

(Blessed be He Who, if  He wills, will assign you bet ter than (all) that  -- Gardens under which 
rivers f low (Paradise) and will assign you palaces (in Paradise). Nay, they deny the Hour, and 
for those who deny the Hour, We have prepared a f laming Fire.)ぴ25:10-11び He also said:  

 ゅ∠ョ∠ヱぴ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ⌒ろ⇒∠ΑｘΙゅ⌒よ ∠モ⌒シ∇ゲぁル ラ∠ぺ べ∠レ∠バ∠レ∠ョ
び∠ラヲ⊥ャｚヱｘΙや  



(And nothing stops Us from sending the Ayat  but  that  the people of old denied them.) ぴ17:59び 
Allah's way of dealing with His creatures is that  He would give to them if  they asked things 
from Him. But  if  they then didn't  believe He would expedite punishment  for them. When Allah's 
Messenger was given the choice of Allah giving the people what  they requested but  if  they 
didn't  believe they would be punished, or that  their request  would not  be answered 
immediately, Allah's Messenger chose the lat ter.  Allah guided His Prophet  to answer their 
quest ion by saying:  

び⌒ヮｚヤャ ⊥ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∇モ⊥ボ∠プぴ  

(Say: "The Unseen belongs only to Allah... '') This Ayah means that  the mat ter in its ent irety is 
for Allah. He is well aware of  the outcome of all mat ters.  

び∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ヌ∠わレ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠リあョ ユ⊥ム∠バ∠ョ ヴあル⌒ま ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヌ∠わルゅ∠プぴ  

(". . .so wait  you, verily, I am with you among those who wait . '') If  you would not  believe unless 
you witness that  which you asked for, then wait  for Allah's j udgement  for me, as well as for 
yourselves. Nonetheless, they had witnessed some of the signs and miracles of the Prophet  ,  
which were even greater than what  they had asked for. In their presence, the Prophet  pointed 
to the moon when it  was full and it  split  into two parts, one part  behind the mountain and the 
other before them. If  they were seeking the guidance and f irm knowledge by asking for signs, 
Allah would have known that  and would have granted them what  had been requested. But  Allah 
knew that  it  was their obst inacy that  was behind their request . Therefore Allah left  them to 
suffer in their suspicion and doubt . Allah knew that  none of them would believe. This is similar 
to Allah's statements:  

 ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ∠Ι ∠マあよ∠ケ ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ろｚボ∠ェ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ｚラ⌒まぴ
び∃る∠Αや¬ ぁモ⊥ミ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ  

(Truly, those, against  whom the Word (Wrath) of your Lord has been j ust if ied, will not  believe. 
Even if  every sign should come to them.)ぴ10:96-97び and;  

 ヴ∠ゎ∇ヲ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∠ヨｚヤ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠る∠ム⌒ゃ⇒∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま べ∠レ∇ャｚゴ∠ル ゅ∠レｚル∠ぺ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱぴ
 ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Β⌒ャ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅｚョ ⇔Κ⊥ら⊥ホ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ｚモ⊥ミ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ∠ゼ∠ェ∠ヱ

び⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠¬べ∠ゼ∠Α ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま  

(And even if  We had sent  down unto them angels, and the dead had spoken unto them, and We 
had gathered together all things before their very eyes, they would not  have believed, unless 
Allah willed.)ぴ6:111び This was in addit ion to their arrogance. As Allah said in another Ayah:  

び⌒¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リあョ ⇔ゅよゅ∠よ ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠レ∇エ∠わ∠プ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱぴ  



(And even if  We opened to them a gate from the heaven.) ぴ15:14び And He said:  

び⇔ゅト⌒ボ⇒∠シ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リあョ ⇔ゅヘ∇ジ⌒ミ ∇や∇ヱ∠ゲ∠Α ラ⌒ま∠ヱぴ  

(And if  they were to see a piece of the heaven falling down.)ぴ52:44び He also said:  

 ヴ⌒プ ⇔ゅら⇒∠わ⌒ミ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠レ∇ャｚゴ∠ル ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱぴ ⊥ロヲ⊥ジ∠ヨ∠ヤ∠プ ∃サゅ∠デ∇ゲ⌒ホ
 ∀リΒ⌒らぁョ ∀ゲ∇エ⌒シ ｚΙ⌒ま へ∠グ⇒∠ワ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠メゅ∠ボ∠ャ ∇ユ⌒ヰΑ⌒ギ∇Α∠ほ⌒よ

び  

(And even if  We had sent  down unto you (O Muhammad) a Message writ ten on paper so that  
they could touch it  with their hands, the disbelievers would have said: ` This is nothing but  
obvious magic! ')ぴ6:7び Such people don't  deserve to have their requests answered, for there is no 
benefit  in answering them. These people are obst inate and stubborn as a result  of their 
corrupt ion and immoralit y. Therefore Allah told His Messenger to say:  

び∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ヌ∠わレ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠リあョ ユ⊥ム∠バ∠ョ ヴあル⌒ま ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヌ∠わルゅ∠プぴ  

(So wait  you, verily, I am with you among those who wait .)  

 ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇わｚジ∠ョ ∠¬へｚゲ∠ッ ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ リあョ ⇔る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ ∠サゅｚレャや ゅ∠レ∇ホ∠ク∠ぺ へ∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ
ｚヤャや ⌒モ⊥ホ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αや¬ ヴ⌒プ ∀ゲ∇ムｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ や∠ク⌒ま ｚラ⌒ま や⇔ゲ∇ム∠ョ ⊥ネ∠ゲ∇シ∠ぺ ⊥ヮ

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ム∇ヨ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ら⊥わ∇ム∠Α ゅ∠レ∠ヤ⊥シ⊥ケ- ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ゲあΒ∠ジ⊥Α ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

 ∠リ∇Α∠ゲ∠ィ∠ヱ ⌒マ∇ヤ⊥ヘ∇ャや ヴ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ や∠ク⌒ま ヴｚわ∠ェ ⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャや∠ヱ あゲ∠ら∇ャや ヴ⌒プ
 ∀ウΑ⌒ケ ゅ∠ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ェ⌒ゲ∠プ∠ヱ ∃る∠らあΒ∠デ ∃ウΑ⌒ゲ⌒よ ユ⌒ヰ⌒よ

リ⌒ョ ⊥ァ∇ヲ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ワ∠¬べ∠ィ∠ヱ ∀ブ⌒タゅ∠ハ ∇やヲぁレ∠ニ∠ヱ ∃ラゅ∠ム∠ョ あモ⊥ミ 

 ∇リ⌒ゃ∠ャ ∠リΑあギャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠リΒ⌒ダ⌒ヤ∇ガ⊥ョ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇や⊥ヲ∠ハ∠キ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よ ∠テΒ⌒ェ⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ
 ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ム⇒ｚゼャや ∠リ⌒ョ ｚリ∠ルヲ⊥ム∠レ∠ャ ⌒ロ⌒グ⇒∠ワ ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠レ∠わ∇Β∠イ∇ル∠ぺ- べｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ 

 あペ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ピ⌒よ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∠ラヲ⊥ピ∇ら∠Α ∇ユ⊥ワ や∠ク⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ワゅ∠イル∠ぺ



⌒ま ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑ ⌒りヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや ∠ネゅ∠わｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥Β∇ピ∠よ ゅ∠ヨｚル
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ゃあら∠レ⊥レ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ ゅ∠レΒ∠ャ⌒ま ｚユ⊥を ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや  

(21. And when We let  mankind taste mercy after some adversity has aff licted them, behold! 
They take to plot t ing against  Our Ayat ! Say: "Allah is more swift  in planning!'' Certainly, Our 
messengers (angels) record all of that  which you plot .) (22. He it  is Who enables you to t ravel 
through land and sea, t il l when you are in the ships, and they sail with them with a favorable 
wind, and they are glad therein, then comes a stormy wind and the waves come to them from 
all sides, and they think that  they are encircled therein. Then they invoke Allah, making their 
faith pure for Him (alone), (saying): "If  You (Allah) deliver us from this, we shall t ruly, be of the 
grateful. '') (23. But  when He delivers them, behold! They rebel (disobey Allah) in the earth 
wrongfully. O mankind! Your rebellion is only against  yourselves, -- a brief enj oyment  of this 
worldly life, then (in the end) unto Us is your return, and We shall inform you of that  which you 
used to do.)  

 

Man changes when He receives Mercy after Times of Distress 

Allah tells us that  when He makes men feel His mercy after being aff licted with dist ress,  

びゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αや¬ ヴ⌒プ ∀ゲ∇ムｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ や∠ク⌒まぴ  

(They take to plot t ing against  Our Ayat .) The coming of mercy after dist ress is like the coming 
of ease after hardship, fert il it y after aridity, and rain after drought . Muj ahid said that  man's 
at t itude indicates a mockery and belying of blessings. The meaning here is similar to Allah's 
statement :  

 や⇔ギ⌒ハゅ∠ホ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⌒ヮ⌒らレ∠イ⌒ャ ゅ∠ルゅ∠ハ∠キ ぁゲぁツャや ∠リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや ｚザ∠ョ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ
びゅ⇔ヨ⌒もべ∠ホ ∇ヱ∠ぺ  

(And when harm touches man, he invokes Us, lying on his side, or sit t ing or standing.)(10:12) 
Al-Bukhari recorded that  Allah's Messenger led the Subh (Dawn) prayer after it  had rained 
during the night , then he said:  

»∨∠る∠ヤ∇Βｚヤャや ⊥ユ⊥ムぁよ∠ケ ∠メゅ∠ホ や∠クゅ∠ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ケ∇ギ∠ゎ ∇モ∠ワ«  

(Do you know what  your Lord has said last  night ) They replied, "Allah and His Messenger know 
bet ter. '' He said:  



»∠メゅ∠ホ : ゅｚョ∠ほ∠プ ∩∀ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ヶ⌒よ ∀リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ョ ヵ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ∇リ⌒ョ ∠ウ∠ら∇タ∠ぺ
∠メゅ∠ホ ∇リ∠ョ : ∀リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ョ ∠ポや∠グ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ∠ヱ ⌒ぶや ⌒モ∇ツ∠ヘ⌒よ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ⌒ト⊥ョ

∠メゅ∠ホ ∇リ∠ョ ゅｚョ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∩⌒ょ∠ミ∇ヲ∠ム∇ャゅ⌒よ ∀ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ ヶ⌒よ : ⌒¬∇ヲ∠レ⌒よ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ⌒ト⊥ョ
∠ポや∠グ∠プ や∠グ∠ミ∠ヱ や∠グ∠ミょ∠ミ∇ヲ∠ム∇ャゅ⌒よ ∀リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ョ ヶ⌒よ ∀ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ «  

(Allah said; "This morning, some of My servants have become believers and some disbelievers in 
Me. He who said: ` We have had this rainfall due to the grace and mercy of Allah' is a believer 
in Me and a disbeliever in the stars. And he who said ` we have had this rainfall due to the 
rising of such and such star' is a disbeliever in Me and a believer in the stars.) The Ayah:  

びや⇔ゲ∇ム∠ョ ⊥ネ∠ゲ∇シ∠ぺ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Allah is more swift  in planning! '') means that  Allah is more capable of gradually seizing 
them with punishment , while grant ing them concession of a delay unt il the criminals think that  
they would not  be punished. But  in reality they are in periods of respite, then they will be 
taken suddenly. The noble writers (meaning the angels who write the deeds) will write 
everything that  they do and keep count  of their deeds. Then they will present  it  before the All-
Knowing of the seen and unseen worlds. The Lord will then reward them for the signif icant  
deeds and even the seemingly insignif icant  that  may be as t iny as a spot  on a date pit .  Allah 
further states:  

び⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャや∠ヱ あゲ∠ら∇ャや ヴ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ゲあΒ∠ジ⊥Α ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヲ⊥ワぴ  

(He it  is Who enables you to t ravel through land and sea...) which means that  He preserves you 
and maintains you with His care and watching.  

 ∃る∠らあΒ∠デ ∃ウΑ⌒ゲ⌒よ ユ⌒ヰ⌒よ ∠リ∇Α∠ゲ∠ィ∠ヱ ⌒マ∇ヤ⊥ヘ∇ャや ヴ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ や∠ク⌒ま ヴｚわ∠ェぴ
びゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ェ⌒ゲ∠プ∠ヱ  

(Till when you are in the ships, and they sail with them with a favorable wind, and they are 
glad therein...) meaning smoothly and calmly;  

びゅ∠ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィぴ  

(then comes (these ships))  

び∀ブ⌒タゅ∠ハ ∀ウΑ⌒ケぴ  



(a stormy wind)  

び∃ラゅ∠ム∠ョ あモ⊥ミ リ⌒ョ ⊥ァ∇ヲ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ワ∠¬べ∠ィ∠ヱぴ  

o(and the waves come to them from all sides, )  

び∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よ ∠テΒ⌒ェ⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ ∇やヲぁレ∠ニ∠ヱぴ  

(and they think that  they are encircled therein) meaning that  are going to be dest royed.  

び∠リΑあギャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠リΒ⌒ダ⌒ヤ∇ガ⊥ョ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇や⊥ヲ∠ハ∠キぴ  

(Then they invoke Allah, making their faith pure for Him (alone)) meaning that  in this situat ion 
they would not  invoke an idol or statue besides Allah. They would single Him out  alone for their 
supplicat ions and prayers. This is similar to Allah's statement :  

 ∠ラヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠ゎ リ∠ョ ｚモ∠ッ ⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャや ヴ⌒プ ぁゲぁツ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ムｚジ∠ョ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ
 ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ッ∠ゲ∇ハ∠ぺ あゲ∠ら∇ャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム⇒ｚイ∠ル ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ⊥ロゅｚΑ⌒ま ∠Ι⌒ま

び や⇔ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ミ ⊥リ⇒∠ジ∇ル⌒Ηや  

(And when harm touches you upon the sea, those that  you call upon vanish from you except  
Him (Allah alone). But  when He brings you safe to land, you turn away (from Him). And man is 
ever ungrateful.) ぴ17:67び And in this Surah, He says:  

⊥ョ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇や⊥ヲ∠ハ∠キぴ ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠レ∠わ∇Β∠イ∇ル∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ゃ∠ャ ∠リΑあギャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠リΒ⌒ダ⌒ヤ∇ガ
び⌒ロ⌒グ⇒∠ワ  

(They invoke Allah, making their faith pure for Him (saying): "If  You (Allah) deliver us from this 
(situat ion). '')  

び∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ム⇒ｚゼャや ∠リ⌒ョ ｚリ∠ルヲ⊥ム∠レ∠ャぴ  

("We shall t ruly, be of the grateful. '') This means that  we will not  ascribe others as partners 
with You. We will later worship You alone as we are praying to You here and now. Allah states;  

び∇ユ⊥ワゅ∠イル∠ぺ べｚヨ∠ヤ∠プぴ  

(But  when He delivers them) from that  dist ress,  



⌒よ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∠ラヲ⊥ピ∇ら∠Α ∇ユ⊥ワ や∠ク⌒まぴびあペ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ピ  

(behold! They rebel (disobey Allah) in the earth wrongfully.. .) meaning: they returned as if  
they had never experienced any dif f icult ies and had never promised Him anything. So Allah 
said:  

び⊥ヮｚジｚョ ｙゲ⊥ッ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま べ∠レ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ミぴ  

(He passes on as if  he had never invoked Us for a harm that  touched him!)ぴ10:12び Allah then 
said:  

び∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥Β∇ピ∠よ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑぴ  

(O mankind! Your rebellion (disobedience to Allah) is only against  yourselves,) it  is you 
yourselves that  will taste the evil consequence of this t ransgression. You will not  harm anyone 
else with it ,  as comes in the Hadith,  

» ヶ⌒プ ⊥ヮ∠わ∠よヲ⊥ボ⊥ハ ⊥ぶや ∠モあイ∠バ⊥Α ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ケ∠ギ∇ィ∠ぺ ∃ょ∇ル∠ク ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠ョ
∠リ⌒ョ ⌒り∠ゲ⌒カべ∇ャや ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠ダ⌒ャ ⊥ぶや ⊥ゲ⌒カｚギ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ∠ノ∠ョ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや 

ユ⌒ェｚゲャや ⌒る∠バΒ⌒ト∠ホ∠ヱ ⌒ヶ∇ピ∠ら∇ャや«  

(There is no sin that  is more worthy that  Allah hasten punishment  for in this world -- on top of 
the punishment  that  Allah has in store for it  in the Hereafter -- than oppression and cut t ing the 
t ies of the womb.) Allah's statement :  

びゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒りヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや ∠ネゅ∠わｚョぴ  

(a brief enj oyment  of this worldly life...) means that  you only have a short  enj oyment  in this 
low and abased worldly life.  

び∇ユ⊥ム⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ ゅ∠レΒ∠ャ⌒ま ｚユ⊥をぴ  

(then (in the end) unto Us is your return...) meaning your goal and f inal dest inat ion.  

び∇ユ⊥ム⊥ゃあら∠レ⊥レ∠プぴ  

(and We shall inform you) of all your deeds. Then we shall recompense you for them. So let  him 
who f inds good (in his record) praise Allah, and let  him who f inds other than that  blame no one 
but  himself .   



 ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⊥ロゅ∠レ∇ャ∠ゴル∠ぺ ∃¬べ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒りヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒まぴ
 ⊥サゅｚレャや ⊥モ⊥ミ∇ほ∠Α ゅｚヨ⌒ョ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ⊥れゅ∠ら∠ル ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠テ∠ヤ∠わ∇カゅ∠プ
 ゅ∠ヰ∠プ⊥ゲ∇カ⊥コ ⊥チ∇ケｘΙや ⌒れ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ へ∠ク⌒ま ヴｚわ∠ェ ⊥ユ⇒∠バ∇ルｘΙや∠ヱ

∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱ⊥ケ⌒キゅ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ べ∠ヰ⊥ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ｚリ∠ニ∠ヱ ∇ろ∠レｚΑｚコや∠ヱ べ∠ワゅ∠ゎ∠ぺ べ∠ヰ
 ∠リ∇ピ∠ゎ ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ミ や⇔ギΒ⌒ダ∠ェ ゅ∠ワゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠プ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⇔Κ∇Β∠ャ ゅ∠ル⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ボ⌒ャ ⌒ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ⊥モあダ∠ヘ⊥ル ∠マ⌒ャグ∠ミ ⌒ザ∇ョｘΙゅ⌒よ- 

 ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⊥¬べ∠ゼ∠Α リ∠ョ ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ュ∠Κｚジャや ⌒ケや∠キ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ
び ∃ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジぁョ ∃ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ  

(24. Verily, the parable of the life of the world is as the water which We send down from the 
sky; so by it  arises the intermingled produce of the earth of which men and cat t le eat : unt il 
when the earth is clad in it s adornments and is beaut if ied, and its people think that  they have 
all the powers of disposal over it ,  Our command reaches it  by night  or by day and We make it  
l ike a clean-mown harvest , as if  it  had not  f lourished yesterday! Thus do We explain the Ayat  in 
detail for the people who ref lect .) (25. Allah calls to the Abode of Peace (Paradise) and guides 
whom He wills to the st raight  path.)  

 

The Parable of this Life 

Allah the Almighty has set  an example of the similitude of the life of this world, it s glit ter and 
the swiftness of its passage, likening it  to the plant  and vegetat ion that  Allah brings out  from 
the earth. This plant  grows from the water that  comes down from the sky. These plants are 
food for people, such as fruits and other different  types and kinds of foods. Some other kinds 
are food for cat t le such as clover plants (i.e. green fodder for the cat t le) and herbage etc.  

びゅ∠ヰ∠プ⊥ゲ∇カ⊥コ ⊥チ∇ケｘΙや ⌒れ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ へ∠ク⌒ま ヴｚわ∠ェぴ  

(unt il when the earth is clad in its adornments ,)  

び∇ろ∠レｚΑｚコや∠ヱぴ  

(and is beaut if ied ) meaning, it  became good by what  grows on its hills such as blooming 
f lowers of dif ferent  shapes and colors.  



びべ∠ヰ⊥ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ｚリ∠ニ∠ヱぴ  

(and its people think...) those who planted it  and put  it  in the ground,  

びべ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱ⊥ケ⌒キゅ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺぴ  

(that  they have all the powers of  disposal over it ) to cult ivate it  and harvest  it .  But  while they 
were in that  frame of mind, a thunderbolt  or a severe, cold storm came to it .  It  dried its leaves 
and spoiled its fruits. Allah said:  

びや⇔ギΒ⌒ダ∠ェ ゅ∠ワゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠プ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⇔Κ∇Β∠ャ ゅ∠ル⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ べ∠ワゅ∠ゎ∠ぺぴ  

(Our command reaches it  by night  or by day and We make it  like a clean-mown harvest , ) it  
became dry after it  was green and f lourishing.  

び⌒ザ∇ョｘΙゅ⌒よ ∠リ∇ピ∠ゎ ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ミぴ  

(as if  it  had not  f lourished yesterday!) as if  nothing existed there before. Qatadah said: "As if  it  
had not  f lourished; as if  it  was never blessed.'' Such are things after they perish, they are as if  
they had never existed. Similarly, the Hadith,  

» ⌒ケゅｚレャや ヶ⌒プ ⊥ザ∠ヨ∇ピ⊥Β∠プ ∩ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ ⌒ユ∠バ∇ル∠ほ⌒よ ヴ∠ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α
⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Β∠プ ∩⇔る∠ジ∇ヨ∠ビ :∠カ ∠ろ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ ∇モ∠ワ ｚゲ∠ョ ∇モ∠ワ ∨ぁテ∠ホ や⇔ゲ∇Β

⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ ∨ぁテ∠ホ ∀ユΒ⌒バ∠ル ∠マ⌒よ : ⌒サゅｚレャや あギ∠セ∠ほ⌒よ ヴ∠ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α∠ヱ ∩ゅ∠ャ
 ｚユ⊥を ∩⇔る∠ジ∇ヨ∠ビ ⌒ユΒ⌒バｚレャや ヶ⌒プ ⊥ザ∠ヨ∇ピ⊥Β∠プ ∩ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ヶ⌒プ ゅ⇔よや∠グ∠ハ

⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Α :ゅ∠ャ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ ∨ぁテ∠ホ ゅ⇔シ∇ぽ⊥よ ∠ろ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ ∇モ∠ワ«  

(A person who led the most  prosperous life in this world will be brought  up and dipped once in 
the Fire. He will then be asked: ` Have you ever found any good or comfort ' He will reply: ` No.' 
And a person who had experienced ext reme adversity in this world will be brought  up and 
dipped once in the bliss (of Paradise). Then he will be asked: 'Did you ever face any hardship or 
misery' He will reply: ` No.') Allah said about  those who were dest royed:  

びべ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∇や∇ヲ∠レ∇ピ∠Α ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ム∠レΒ⌒ヨ⌒ん⇒∠ィ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ケゅ∠Α⌒キ ヴ⌒プ ∇やヲ⊥エ∠ら∇タ∠ほ∠プぴ  

(So they lay (dead), prost rate in their homes; as if  they had never lived there.)ぴ11:67-68び Allah 
then said:  



び⌒ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ⊥モあダ∠ヘ⊥ル ∠マ⌒ャグ∠ミぴ  

(Thus do We explain the Ayat . . .) We do explain the proofs, and evidences, in detail  

び∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ボ⌒ャぴ  

(for the people who ref lect .) so they may take a lesson from this example in the swift  vanishing 
of this world from its people while they are deceived by it .  They would t rust  this world and its 
promises, and then it  unexpectedly turns away from them. This world, in it s nature, runs away 
from those who seek it  but  seeks those who run away from it .  Allah ment ioned the parable of 
this world and the plants of the earth in several Ayat  in His Noble Book. He said in Surat  Al-
Kahf:  

 ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇ャ∠ゴ∇ル∠ぺ ∃¬べ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒りヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや ∠モ∠んｚョ ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∇ゆ⌒ゲ∇ッや∠ヱぴ
 ∠ウ∠ら∇タ∠ほ∠プ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ⊥れゅ∠ら∠ル ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠テ∠ヤ∠わ∇カゅ∠プ ⌒¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リ⌒ョ
 ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ あモ⊥ミ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ⊥ゥゅΑあゲャや ⊥ロヱ⊥ケ∇グ∠ゎ ゅ⇔ヨΒ⌒ゼ∠ワ

び や⇔ケ⌒ギ∠わ∇ボぁョ  

(And put  forward to them the example of the life of this world: it  is like the water (rain) which 
We send down from the sky, and the vegetat ion of the earth mingles with it ,  and becomes 
fresh and green. But  (later) it  becomes dry and broken pieces, which the winds scat ter. And 
Allah is able to do everything.) (18:45) He also gave similar examples in both Surat  Az-Zumar 
ぴ39:21び and Surat  Al-Hadid ぴ57:20び.   

 

Invitation to the Everlasting Gifts that do not vanish 

Allah said:  

び⌒ュ∠Κｚジャや ⌒ケや∠キ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah calls to the Abode of Peace) When Allah ment ioned the swif tness of this world and 
its terminat ion, He invited people to Paradise and encouraged them to seek it .  He called it  the 
Abode of Peace. It  is the Abode of Peace because it  is free from defects and miseries. So Allah 
said:  

 ⊥¬べ∠ゼ∠Α リ∠ョ ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ュ∠Κｚジャや ⌒ケや∠キ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ
 ヴ∠ャ⌒まび ∃ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジぁョ ∃ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ  



(Allah calls to the Home of Peace and guides whom He wills to the st raight  path.) It  was 
narrated that  Jabir bin ` Abdullah said: "Allah's Messenger came out  one day and said to us:  

» ∠モΑ⌒ゲ∇ら⌒ィ ｚラ∠ほ∠ミ ⌒ュゅ∠レ∠ヨ∇ャや ヶ⌒プ ⊥ろ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ ヶあル⌒ま ∩ヶ⌒シ∇ぺ∠ケ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ
⌒ヮ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠ダ⌒ャ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ワ⊥ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∩ｚヶ∠ヤ∇ィ⌒ケ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ∠モΒ⌒もゅ∠ムΒ⌒ョ∠ヱ :

∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ ∩ゅ⇔ヤ∠ん∠ョ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇ゆ⌒ゲ∇ッや : ∩∠マ⊥ル⊥ク⊥ぺ ∇ろ∠バ⌒ヨ∠シ ∩∇ノ∠ヨ∇シや
 ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ∠マ⌒わｚョ⊥ぺ ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ∠ヱ ∠マ⊥ヤ∠ん∠ョ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∩∠マ⊥ら∇ヤ∠ホ ∠モ∠ボ∠ハ ∩∇モ⌒ボ∇ハや∠ヱ

ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ヴ∠レ∠よ ｚユ⊥を ∩や⇔ケや∠キ ∠グ∠ガｚゎや ∃マ⌒ヤ∠ョ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∠モ∠バ∠ィ ｚユ⊥を ∩ゅ⇔わ∇Β∠よ 
 ∩⌒ヮ⌒ョゅ∠バ∠デ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠サゅｚレャや ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ゅ⇔ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ∠ゑ∠バ∠よ ｚユ⊥を ∩⇔るよ∠キ∇ほ∠ョ
 ∩⊥ヮ∠ミ∠ゲ∠ゎ ∇リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∩∠メヲ⊥シｚゲャや ∠ゆゅ∠ィ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ヨ∠プ
 ∠ろ∇ル∠ぺ∠ヱ ∩⊥るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ⊥ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや∠ヱ ∩⊥ュゅ∠ヤ∇シ⌒み∇ャや ⊥ケやｚギャや∠ヱ ∩⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ぶゅ∠プ

∀メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⊥ギｚヨ∠エ⊥ョ ゅ∠Α ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∩∠ュゅ∠ヤ∇シ⌒み∇ャや ∠モ∠カ∠キ ∠マ∠よゅ∠ィ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ヨ∠プ ∩
 ∠モ∠ミ∠ぺ ∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ∠モ∠カ∠キ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∩∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ∠モ∠カ∠キ ∠ュゅ∠ヤ∇シ⌒み∇ャや ∠モ∠カ∠キ

ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ«  

(I have seen in my sleep that  it  was as if  Jibril was at  my head and Mika'il at  my leg. They were 
saying to each other: ` Give an example for him.' He said: ` Listen, your ear may listen. And 
fathom, your heart  may fathom. The parable of you and your Ummah is that  of a king who has 
built  a house on his land. He arranged a banquet  in it .  Then he sent  a messenger to invite the 
people to his food. Some accepted the invitat ion and others did not . Allah is the King and the 
land is Islam, the house is Paradise and you Muhammad are the Messenger. Whosoever responds 
to your call enters Islam. And whosoever enters Islam enters Paradise. And whosoever enters 
Paradise eats from it .) Ibn Jarir recorded this Hadith. It  was also reported that  Abu Ad-Darda' 
said that  Allah's Messenger said:  

» ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ら∇レ∠イ⌒よ∠ヱ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ザ∇ヨｚゼャや ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∇ろ∠バ∠ヤ∠デ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠ョ
⌒ぶや ⊥ペ∇ヤ∠カ ⊥ヮ⊥バ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α ⌒ラゅ∠Α⌒キゅ∠レ⊥Α ⌒ラゅ∠ム∠ヤ∠ョ⌒リ∇Β∠ヤ∠ボｚんャや ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰぁヤ⊥ミ  :



 ヴ∠ヘ∠ミ∠ヱ ｚモ∠ホ ゅ∠ョ ｚラ⌒ま ∩∇ユ⊥ムあよ∠ケ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま やヲぁヨ⊥ヤ∠ワ ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ぺ ゅ∠Α
ヴ∠ヰ∇ャ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠ゲ⊥ん∠ミ ゅｚヨ⌒ョ ∀ゲ∇Β∠カ«  

(Two angels descend every day in which the sun rises and say that  which all Allah's creatures 
would hear except  Jinn and humans: ` O people! Come to your Lord! Anything lit t le and 
suff icient  is bet ter than a lot  but  dist ract ive. ') And He sent  this down in the Qur'an when He 
said:  

び⌒ュ∠Κｚジャや ⌒ケや∠キ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

("Allah calls to the Abode of Peace''.) Ibn Abi Hat im and Ibn Jarir recorded this.  

 ⊥ペ∠ワ∇ゲ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ∀り∠キゅ∠Α⌒コ∠ヱ ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャぴ
 ∇ユ⊥ワ ⌒るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ⊥ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ∀るｚャ⌒ク ∠Ι∠ヱ ∀ゲ∠わ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ

び ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ  

(26. For those who have done good is the best , and even more. Neither darkness nor dust  nor 
any humiliat ing disgrace shall cover their faces. They are the dwellers of Paradise, they will 
abide therein forever.)  

 

The Reward of the Good-Doers 

Allah states that  those who do good in this world -- by having faith and performing righteous 
deeds -- will be rewarded with a good reward in the Hereafter. Allah said:  

び ⊥リ⇒∠ジ∇ェ⌒Ηや ｚΙ⌒ま ⌒リ⇒∠ジ∇ェ⌒Ηや ⊥¬へ∠ゴ∠ィ ∇モ∠ワぴ  

(Is there any reward for good other than good)(55:60) Then Allah said:  

び∀り∠キゅ∠Α⌒コ∠ヱぴ  

(and even more.) the reward on the good deeds mult iplied ten t imes to seven hundred t imes 
and even more on top of that . This reward includes what  Allah will give them in Paradise, such 
as the palaces, Al-Hur (virgins of Paradise), and His pleasure upon them. He will give them 
what  He has hidden for them of the delight  of the eye. He will grant  them on top of all of that  
and even bet ter, the honor of looking at  His Noble Face. This is the increase that  is greater 
than anything that  had been given. They will not  deserve that  because of their deeds, but  
rather, they will receive it  by the grace of Allah and His mercy. The explanat ion that  this refers 
to looking at  Allah's Noble Face was narrated from Abu Bakr, Hudhayfah bin Al-Yaman, 



` Abdullah bin ` Abbas, Sa` id bin Al-Musayyib, ` Abdur-Rahman bin Abu Layla, ` Abdur-Rahman 
bin Sabit ,  Muj ahid, ` Ikrimah, ` Amir bin Sa` ad, ` Ata',  Ad-Dahhak, Al-Hasan, Qatadah, As-Suddi, 
Muhammad bin Ishaq, and others from the earlier and later scholars. There are many Hadiths 
that  contain the same interpretat ion. Among these Hadiths is what  Imam Ahmad recorded from 
Suhayb that  Allah's Messenger recited this Ayah,  

び∀り∠キゅ∠Α⌒コ∠ヱ ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャぴ  

(For those who have done good is the best  and even more.) And then he said:  

» ∠ケゅｚレャや ⌒ケゅｚレャや ⊥モ∇ワ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ⌒るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ⊥モ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠モ∠カ∠キ や∠ク⌒ま
∃キゅ∠レ⊥ョ ン∠キゅ∠ル :∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ｚラ⌒ま ⌒るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ∠モ∇ワ∠ぺ ゅ∠Α や⇔ギ⌒ハ∇ヲ∠ョ ⌒ぶや ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ 

∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ ⊥ロヲ⊥ヨ⊥ミ∠ゴ⌒イ∇レ⊥Α ∇ラ∠ぺ ⊥ギΑゲ⊥Α : ∇モあボ∠ん⊥Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∨∠ヲ⊥ワ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ
 ∠る⇒⇒ｚレ∠イ∇ャや ゅ∠レ∇ヤ⌒カ∇ギ⊥Α∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ∇ヂあΒ∠ら⊥Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∨ゅ∠レ∠レΑ⌒コや∠ヲ∠ョ
 ∩∠ゆゅ∠イ⌒エ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ⊥ブ⌒ゼ∇ム∠Β∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ ∨⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠リ⌒ョ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ⌒イ⊥Α∠ヱ

∠ヲ∠プ ∩⌒ヮΒ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヌ∇レ∠Β∠プ ｚょ∠ェ∠ぺ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ⊥ぶや ∇ユ⊥ワゅ∠ト∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ぶや
ユ⌒ヰ⌒レ⊥Β∇ハ∠ほ⌒ャ ｚゲ∠ホ∠ぺ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∩⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ゲ∠ヌｚレャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま«  

(When the people of Paradise enter Paradise, a caller will say: ` O people of Paradise, Allah has 
promised you something that  He wishes to fulf il l. ' They will reply: ` What  is it  Has He not  made 
our Scale heavy Has He not  made our faces white and delivered us from Fire' Allah will then 
remove the veil and they will see Him. By Allah, they have not  been given anything dearer to 
them and more delight ful than looking at  Him.) Muslim and a group of Imams also related this 
Hadith. Allah then said:  

び∀ゲ∠わ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ⊥ペ∠ワ∇ゲ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱぴ  

(Neither darkness nor dust  shall cover their faces. ..) meaning, no blackness or darkness will be 
on their faces during the dif ferent  events of  the Day of Judgment . But  the faces of the 
rebellious disbelievers will be stained with dust  and darkness.  

び∀るｚャ⌒ク ∠Ι∠ヱぴ  

(nor any humiliat ing disgrace) meaning, they will be covered with degradat ion and disgrace. 
The believers, however will not  be humiliated internally or externally, on the cont rary, they 
will be protected and honored. For as Allah has said:  



 ⇔り∠ゲ∇ツ∠ル ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒ｚボ∠ャ∠ヱ ⌒ュヲ∠Β∇ャや ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ｚゲ∠セ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ホ∠ヲ∠プぴ
び ⇔やケヱ⊥ゲ⊥シ∠ヱ  

l(So Allah saved them from the evil of that  Day, and gave them Nadrah (brightness) and j oy.) 
ぴ76:11び meaning, light  in their faces and delight  in their hearts. May Allah make us among those 
by His grace and mercy.  

 ゅ∠ヰ⌒ヤ∇ん⌒ヨ⌒よ ∃る∠ゃあΒ∠シ ⊥¬へ∠ゴ∠ィ ⌒れゅ∠ゃあΒｚジャや ∇やヲ⊥ら∠ジ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱぴ
 ゅ∠ヨｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∃ユ⌒タゅ∠ハ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠リあョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ゅｚョ ∀るｚャ⌒ク ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ボ∠ワ∇ゲ∠ゎ∠ヱ

⌒モ∇Βｚャや ∠リあョ ゅ⇔バ∠ト⌒ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ∇ろ∠Β⌒ゼ∇ビ⊥ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⇔ゅヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ⊥ョ 

び ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ワ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ⊥ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ  

(27. And those who have earned evil deeds, the recompense of an evil deed is the like thereof, 
and humiliat ing disgrace will cover them (their faces). No defender will they have from Allah. 
Their faces will be covered as it  were with pieces from the darkness of night . They are the 
dwellers of the Fire, they will abide therein forever.)  

 

The Reward of the Wicked Criminals 

After Allah told us about  the state of those happy people who have done right  and He promised 
increase in reward, He cont inued to tell us about  the unlucky, miserable ones. He told us about  
His j ust ice with them. He will reward them with similar evil,  without  any increase  

び∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ボ∠ワ∇ゲ∠ゎ∠ヱぴ  

(and will cover them) meaning that  their faces will be covered and overtaken by humiliat ion 
because of their sins and their fear from these sins. Similarly Allah said:  

びあメぁグャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΒ⌒バ⌒ゼ⇒∠カ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヲ⊥ッ∠ゲ∇バ⊥Α ∇ユ⊥ワや∠ゲ∠ゎ∠ヱぴ  

(And you will see them brought  forward to it ,  (Hell) made humble by disgrace.)ぴ42:45び He also 
said:  



 ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャや ⊥モ∠ヨ∇バ∠Α ゅｚヨ∠ハ ⇔Κ⌒ヘ⇒∠ビ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚリ∠ら∠ジ∇エ∠ゎ ∠Ι∠ヱぴ
 ∠リΒ⌒バ⌒ト∇ヰ⊥ョ ⊥ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よ∠Εや ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ⊥ゾ∠ガ∇ゼ∠ゎ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Β⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲあカ∠ぽ⊥Α

び∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒シヱ⊥¬⊥ケ ヴ⌒バ⌒レ∇ボ⊥ョ  

(Consider not  that  Allah is unaware of that  which the wrongdoers do, but  He gives them respite 
up to a Day when the eyes will stare in horror. (They will be) hastening forward with necks 
outst retched, their heads raised up (towards the sky).)ぴ14:42 - 43び Allah then said:  

び∃ユ⌒タゅ∠ハ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠リあョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ゅｚョぴ  

(No defender will they have from Allah.) meaning, there will be no protectors to prevent  them 
from punishment  as Allah said:  

 ぁゲ∠ヘ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Αぴ- ∠ケ∠コ∠ヱ ∠Ι ｚΚ∠ミ - 

⌒まび ぁゲ∠ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∠マあよ∠ケ ヴ∠ャ  

(On that  Day man will say: "Where (is the refuge) to f lee'' No! There is no refuge! Unto your 
Lord (alone) will be the place of rest  that  Day.)ぴ75:10-12び Allah's statement :  

び∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ∇ろ∠Β⌒ゼ∇ビ⊥ぺ ゅ∠ヨｚル∠ほ∠ミぴ  

(Their faces will be covered as it  were...) means that  their faces will be dark in the Hereafter. 
This is similar to His statement :  

 ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅｚョ∠ほ∠プ ∀ロヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ぁキ∠ヲ∇ジ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∀ロヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ぁヂ∠Β∇ら∠ゎ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Αぴ
ヱ⊥グ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒レ⇒∠ヨΑ⌒ま ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ∇ユ⊥ゎ∇ゲ∠ヘ∇ミ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ∇れｚキ∠ヲ∇シや ∇やヲ⊥ホ

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥わ∇レ⊥ミ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや- ∇ろｚツ∠Β∇よや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅｚョ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

び ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ワ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ ヴ⌒ヘ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ  

(On the Day (the Day of Resurrect ion) when some faces will become white and some faces will 
become black; as for those whose faces will become black (to them will be said): "Did you 
rej ect  faith after accept ing it  Then taste the torment  (in Hell) for rej ect ing faith. '' And for 
those whose faces will become white, they will be in Allah's mercy (Paradise), therein they 
shall dwell forever.)ぴ3:106-107び He also said:  



 ∀り∠ゲ⌒ヘ∇ジぁョ ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∀ロヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱぴ- ∀り∠ゲ⌒ゼ∇ら∠わ∇ジぁョ ∀る∠ム⌒エ⇒∠ッ - 

び ∀り∠ゲ∠ら∠ビ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∀ロヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ∠ヱ  

(Some faces that  Day will be bright , laughing, rej oicing at  good news (of Paradise). And other 
faces that  Day will be dust -stained. )ぴ80:38-40び  

 ∇やヲ⊥ミ∠ゲ∇セ∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ⌒ャ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠ル ｚユ⊥を ゅ⇔バΒ⌒ヨ∠ィ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠ル ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴ
 ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ゅ∠レ∇ヤｚΑ∠ゴ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ぼべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ルゅ∠ム∠ョ

 ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ルゅｚΑ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ゅｚョ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ぼべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ- ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ヴ∠ヘ∠ム∠プ 
⊥ム∠レ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠レ∇Β∠よ や⇔ギΒ⌒ヰ∠セ ∠リΒ⌒ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ピ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ゎ∠キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ∇リ∠ハ ゅｚレ⊥ミ ラ⌒ま ∇ユ- 

 ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇やヱぁキ⊥ケ∠ヱ ∇ろ∠ヘ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ べｚョ ∃ザ∇ヘ∠ル ぁモ⊥ミ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∇ら∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ャゅ∠レ⊥ワ
び ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ∠Α ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ∠ハ ｚモ∠ッ∠ヱ あペ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ャ∇ヲ∠ョ  

(28. And the Day whereon We shall gather them all together, then We shall say to those who 
did set  partners in worship with Us: "Stop at  your place! You and your partners. '' Then We shall 
separate them, and their partners shall say: "It  was not  us that  you used to worship. '') (29. "So 
suff icient  is Allah as a witness between us and you that  we indeed knew nothing of your 
worship of us. '') (30. There! Every person will know (exact ly) what  he had earned before and 
they will be brought  back to Allah, their right ful Mawla (Lord), and their invented false deit ies 
will vanish from them.)  

 

The gods of the Idolators will claim Innocence from them on the 
Day of Resurrection 

Allah said:  

び∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠ル ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴ  

(And the Day whereon We shall gather them) Allah will gather together all the creatures of 
earth, human and Jinn, righteous and rebellious. He said in another Ayah:  

び⇔やギ∠ェ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ∇ケ⌒キゅ∠ピ⊥ル ∇ユ∠ヤ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ル∇ゲ∠ゼ∠ェ∠ヱぴ  

(and We shall gather them all together so as to leave not  one of them behind.)ぴ18:47び  



∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ぼべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ルゅ∠ム∠ョ ∇やヲ⊥ミ∠ゲ∇セ∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ⌒ャ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠ル ｚユ⊥をぴび  

(then We shall say to those who did associate partners: "Stop at  your place! You and your 
partners. '') He then will command the idolators to stay where they are and not  to move from 
their dest ined places so they would be separated from the place of the believers. Similarly, 
Allah said:  

び ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ぺ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ∇やヱ⊥コゅ∠わ∇ョや∠ヱぴ  

((It  will be said): "And O you the criminals! Get  you apart  this Day (from the believers).)(36:59) 
Allah also said:  

⊥ホｚゲ∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ⊥ュヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴび ∠ラヲ  

(And on the Day when the Hour will be established - that  Day shall (all men) be separated (the 
believers will be separated from the disbelievers). )ぴ30:14び In the same Surah, ぴAr-Rumび,  Allah 
said:  

び∠ラヲ⊥ハｚギｚダ∠Α ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Αぴ  

(On that  Day men shall be divided.) ぴ30:43び means, they shall be divided in two. This is what  
will take place when Allah Almighty will come for Final Judgement . The believers intercede to 
Allah so the Final Judgement  may come and they get  rid of that  state. The Prophet  said,  

»∠ルサゅｚレャや ∠ベ∇ヲ∠プ ∃ュヲ⊥ミ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥リ∇エ«  

(On the Day of Resurrect ion, we will be in a visible place above the ぴotherび people.) Allah tells 
us here what  He is going to command the idolators and their idols to do on the Day of 
Resurrect ion  

∠ョぴび∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ゅ∠レ∇ヤｚΑ∠ゴ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ぼべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ルゅ∠ム  

("Stop at  your place! You and your partners. '' Then We shall separate them,) and that  they 
would deny their worship and claim their innocence from them. Similarly, Allah said: `   

⊥ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Β∠シ ｚΚ∠ミぴび∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∠ギ⇒∠ら⌒バ⌒よ ∠ラヱ  

(Nay, but  they will deny their worship of them.)ぴ19:82び,   

び∇やヲ⊥バ∠らｚゎや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∇やヲ⊥バ⌒らぁゎや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ぺｚゲ∠ら∠ゎ ∇ク⌒まぴ  



(When those who were followed declare themselves innocent  of those who followed 
(them).)ぴ2:166び,  and;  

∠ョ∠ヱぴ ｚΙ リ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リ⌒ョ ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α リｚヨ⌒ョ ぁモ∠ッ∠ぺ ∇リ
 ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒もべ∠ハ⊥キ リ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ょΒ⌒イ∠わ∇ジ∠Α

び⇔¬へ∠ギ∇ハ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ⊥サゅｚレャや ∠ゲ⌒ゼ⊥ェ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ビ  

(And who is more ast ray than one who calls on (invokes) besides Allah, such as will not  answer 
him t il l the Day of Resurrect ion, and who are (even) unaware of their calls (invocat ions) to 
them And when mankind are gathered (on the Day of Resurrect ion), they (false deit ies) will 
become their enemies)ぴ46:5-6び.  This refers to the partners responding to those who worshipped 
them, Then Allah said:  

び∇ユ⊥ム∠レ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠レ∇Β∠よ や⇔ギΒ⌒ヰ∠セ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ヴ∠ヘ∠ム∠プぴ  

(So suff icient  is Allah as a witness between us and you.) They say that  we did not  know or think 
that  you were worshipping us. Allah is a Witness between us and you that  we never called upon 
you to worship us. We never ordered you to worship us; neither did we accept  your worship of 
us. Allah said:  

び∇ろ∠ヘ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ べｚョ ∃ザ∇ヘ∠ル ぁモ⊥ミ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∇ら∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ャゅ∠レ⊥ワぴ  

(There! Every person will know (exact ly) what  he had earned before) This will be the state of 
account ing on the Day of Resurrect ion. Every soul shall know all that  it  had sent  forth, both 
good and evil.  Similarly, Allah said:  

び ⊥ゲ⌒もへ∠ゲｚジャや ヴ∠ヤ∇ら⊥ゎ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Αぴ  

(The Day when all the secrets will be examined.)ぴ86:9び,   

び ∠ゲｚカ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠ュｚギ∠ホ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ⌒グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや ⊥ほｚら∠レ⊥Αぴ  

(On that  Day man will be informed of what  he sent  forward (of deeds), and what  he lef t  
behind.)ぴ75:13び,  and  



⊥ァ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥ル∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ボ⊥レ⊥ハ ヴ⌒プ ⊥ロ∠ゲ⌒ゃ⇒∠デ ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇ョ∠ゴ∇ャ∠ぺ ∃リ⇒∠ジ∇ル⌒ま ｚモ⊥ミ∠ヱぴ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 
 ⇔やケヲ⊥ゼ∇レ∠ョ ⊥ヮ⇒∠ボ∇ヤ∠Α ゅ⇔よゅ∠わ⌒ミ ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α- ヴ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠マ∠ら⇒∠わ∠ミ ∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ホや 

び ゅ⇔らΒ⌒ジ∠ェ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ∠マ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠レ⌒よ  

(.  . .and on the Day of Resurrect ion, We shall bring out  for him a book which he will f ind wide 
open. (It  will be said to him): "Read your book. You yourself  are suff icient  as a reckoner against  
you this Day.'') ぴ17:13-14び Then Allah said,  

びあペ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ャ∇ヲ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇やヱぁキ⊥ケ∠ヱぴ  

(and they will be brought  back to Allah, their right ful Mawla.) All affairs and mat ters will be 
brought  back to Allah, the Judge, the All-Just . He will j udge everyone, and then admit  the 
people of Paradise in Paradise and the people of Hell to Hell.   

びユ⊥ヰ∇レ∠ハ ｚモ∠ッ∠ヱぴ  

(and will vanish from them) meaning what  the idolators worshipped,  

∠Α ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅｚョぴび∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ  

(what  they invented) what  they worshipped besides Allah that  they invented.  

 ⊥マ⌒ヤ∇ヨ∠Α リｚョ∠ぺ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リあョ ユ⊥ム⊥ホ⊥コ∇ゲ∠Α リ∠ョ ∇モ⊥ホぴ
 ⌒ろあΒ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ｚヴ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ァ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よｘΙやヱ ∠ノ∇ヨｚジャや

 あヴ∠エ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∠ろあΒ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ァ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥Α∠ヱ ∠ゲ∇ョｘΙや ⊥ゲあよ∠ギ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠ゎ ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ボ∠プ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠ジ∠プ- ⊥ユ⊥ムぁよ∠ケ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ユ⊥ム⌒ャ∠グ∠プ 

 ヴｚル∠ほ∠プ ⊥メ∠Κｚツャや ｚΙ⌒ま あペ∠エ∇ャや ∠ギ∇バ∠よ や∠クゅ∠ヨ∠プ ぁペ∠エ∇ャや
 ∠ラヲ⊥プ∠ゲ∇ダ⊥ゎ- ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マあよ∠ケ ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∇ろｚボ∠ェ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ 

⊥Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ボ∠ジ∠プび ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ  



(31. Say: "Who provides for you from the sky and the earth Or who owns hearing and sight  And 
who brings out  the living from the dead and brings out  the dead from the living And who 
disposes of the affairs'' They will say: "Allah. '' Say: "Will you not  then be afraid (of Allah's 
punishment )'') (32. Such is Allah, your Lord in t ruth. So after the t ruth, what  else can there be, 
save error How then are you turned away) (33. Thus is the Word of your Lord j ust if ied against  
those who rebel (disobey Allah), that  they will not  believe.)  

 

The Idolators recognize Allah's Tawhid in Lordship and the Evidence 
is established against Them through this Recognition. 

Allah argues that  the idolators' recognit ion of Allah's Oneness in Lordship is an evidence against  
them, for which they should admit  and recognize the Oneness in divinity and worship. So Allah 
said:  

び⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ∠リあョ ユ⊥ム⊥ホ⊥コ∇ゲ∠Α リ∠ョ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Who provides for you from the sky and the earth'') meaning, who is He Who sends down 
water from the sky and splits the earth with His power and will and allows things to grow from 
it ,   

び⌒ぶや ∠ノｚョ ∀ヮ⇒ャ⌒¬∠ぺぴ  

(Is there a god, besides Allah) ぴ27:62び ぴWho provides;び  

 ⇔ゅ∂ら∠ェ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ゅ∠レ∇わ∠らル∠ほ∠プぴ- ⇔ゅら∇ツ∠ホ∠ヱ ⇔ゅら∠レ⌒ハ∠ヱ - ⇔ゅルヲ⊥わ∇Α∠コ∠ヱ 

 ⇔Κ∇ガ∠ル∠ヱ-∠ギ∠ェ∠ヱ  ⇔ゅら∇ヤ⊥ビ ∠ペ⌒もへ-び ⇔ゅ∂よ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⇔る∠ヰ⌒ム⇒∠プ∠ヱ   

(Grains. And grapes and clover plants. And olives and date palms. And gardens dense with many 
t rees. And fruits and herbage.)''ぴ80:27-31び  

び⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠ジ∠プぴ  

(They will say: "Allah. '')  

ン⌒グｚャや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ∇リｚョ∠ぺぴび⊥ヮ∠ホ∇コ⌒ケ ∠マ∠ジ∇ョ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ホ⊥コ∇ゲ∠Α   

("Who is he that  can provide for you if  He should withhold His provision) ぴ67:21び Allah's 
statement ,  

び∠ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よｘΙやヱ ∠ノ∇ヨｚジャや ⊥マ⌒ヤ∇ヨ∠Α リｚョ∠ぺぴ  



(Or who owns hearing and sight ) means that  Allah is the One who granted you the power of 
sight  and hearing. If  He willed otherwise, He would remove these gif ts and deprive you of 
them. Similarly, Allah said:  

 ∠ノ∇ヨｚジャや ⊥ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∠モ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ほ∠ゼル∠ぺ ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∇モ⊥ホぴ
び∠ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よｘΙや∠ヱ  

(Say it  is He Who has created you, and endowed you with hearing and seeing.) ぴ67:23び Allah 
also said:  

び∇ユ⊥ミ∠ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∠バ∇ヨ∠シ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Tell me, if  Allah took away your hearing and your sight .)ぴ6:46び Then Allah said:  

 ⌒ろあΒ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ｚヴ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ァ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ ∠ろあΒ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ァ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥Α∠ヱ
びあヴ∠エ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ  

(And who brings out  the living from the dead and brings out  the dead from the living) by His 
great  power and grace.  

び∠ゲ∇ョｘΙや ⊥ゲあよ∠ギ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And who disposes of the affairs) In Whose Hand is the dominion of everything Who protects all,  
while against  Whom there is no protector Who is the One who j udges with none reversing His 
j udgement  Who is the One that  is not  quest ioned about  what  He does while they will be 
quest ioned  

⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ リ∠ョ ⊥ヮ⊥ャ∠ほ∇ジ∠Αぴ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α ｚモ⊥ミ 

び ∃ラ∇ほ∠セ ヴ⌒プ  

(Whosoever is in the heavens and on earth begs of Him. Every day He is (engaged) in some 
affair!)ぴ55:29び The upper and lower kingdoms and what  is in them both, including the angels, 
humans, and Jinn are in desperate need of Him. They are His servants and are under His 
cont rol.   

び⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠ジ∠プぴ  

(They will say: "Allah. '') they say this knowingly and they admit  it .   



び∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠ゎ ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ボ∠プぴ  

(Say: ` Will you not  then be afraid (of Allah's punishment )'') meaning, don't  you fear Him when 
you worship others because of your ignorance and false opinions Allah then said:  

びぁペ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ムぁよ∠ケ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ユ⊥ム⌒ャ∠グ∠プぴ  

(Such is Allah, your Lord in t ruth.) This Lord that  you admit ted is the One Who does all this, is 
your Lord and the True Deity that  deserves to be worshipped alone.  

び⊥メ∠Κｚツャや ｚΙ⌒ま あペ∠エ∇ャや ∠ギ∇バ∠よ や∠クゅ∠ヨ∠プぴ  

(So after the t ruth, what  else can there be, save error) any one worshipped other than Him is 
false, for there is no God but  Allah, He Has no partners.  

∠プぴび∠ラヲ⊥プ∠ゲ∇ダ⊥ゎ ヴｚル∠ほ  

(How then are you turned away) How then can you turn away from His worship to worship 
others while you know that  He is the Lord that  has created everything, the One who cont rols 
and governs everything Allah then said:  

ｚボ∠ェ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミぴび∇やヲ⊥ボ∠ジ∠プ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マあよ∠ケ ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∇ろ  

(Thus is the Word of your Lord j ust if ied against  those who rebel,) These idolators disbelieved 
and cont inued to pract ice their Shirk, and worship others beside Allah. But  they knew that  He 
is the Creator, the Sustainer and the only One of authority and cont rol in this universe, the One 
Who sent  His Messengers to single Him out  for all worship. As they disbelieved and were 
persistent  in their Shirk, Allah's Word proved t rue and was j ust if ied that  they would be 
miserable inhabitants of the Fire. Allah said:  

 ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∇ろｚボ∠ェ ∇リ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホぴ
び∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ヘ⇒∠ム∇ャや  

(They will say: "Yes, '' but  the Word of torment  has been j ust if ied against  the disbelievers!) 
ぴ39:71び  

 ⌒モ⊥ホ ⊥ロ⊥ギΒ⌒バ⊥Α ｚユ⊥を ∠ペ∇ヤ∠ガ∇ャや ⊥ぺ∠ギ∇ら∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒もべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ リ⌒ョ ∇モ∠ワ ∇モ⊥ホぴ
ｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥ム∠プ∇ぽ⊥ゎ ヴｚル∠ほ∠プ ⊥ロ⊥ギΒ⌒バ⊥Α ｚユ⊥を ∠ペ∇ヤ∠ガ∇ャや ⊥ぺ∠ギ∇ら∠Α ⊥ヮ- ∇モ∠ワ ∇モ⊥ホ 



 ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ⊥ホ あペ∠エ∇ャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒もべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ リ⌒ョ
 ｚΙ リｚョ∠ぺ ∠ノ∠らｚわ⊥Α ラ∠ぺ ぁペ∠ェ∠ぺ あペ∠エ∇ャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α リ∠ヨ∠プ∠ぺ あペ∠エ∇ヤ⌒ャ

 ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ゅ∠ヨ∠プ ン∠ギ∇ヰ⊥Α ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ンあギ⌒ヰ∠Α ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⊥ム∇エ∠ゎ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ- ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ 

 あペ∠エ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ヴ⌒レ∇ピ⊥Α ∠Ι ｚリｚヌャや ｚラ∠ま ゅ６レ∠ニ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ⊥ノ⌒らｚわ∠Α
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∀ユΒ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒ま ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ  

(34. Say: "Is there of your partners one that  originates the creat ion and then repeats it '' Say: 
"Allah originates the creat ion and then He repeats it .  Then how are you deluded away (from 
the t ruth)'') (35. Say: "Is there of your partners one that  guides to the t ruth'' Say: "It  is Allah 
Who guides to the t ruth. Is then He Who guides to the t ruth more worthy to be followed, or he 
who f inds not  guidance (himself) unless he is guided Then, what  is the mat ter with you How 
j udge you'') (36. And most  of them follow nothing but  conj ecture. Certainly, conj ecture can be 
of no avail against  the t ruth. Surely, Allah is All-Aware of what  they do.)  

 

This invalidates and falsifies their claims for committing Shirk with 
Allah and worshipping different idols and rivals. 

び⊥ロ⊥ギΒ⌒バ⊥Α ｚユ⊥を ∠ペ∇ヤ∠ガ∇ャや ⊥ぺ∠ギ∇ら∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒もべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ リ⌒ョ ∇モ∠ワ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Is there of your partners one that  originates the creat ion and then repeats it '') meaning, 
who is the one who started the creat ion of these heavens and earth and created all the 
creatures in them Who can place the planets and the stars in their posit ions Who can then 
repeat  the process of the creat ion  

び⊥ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Allah'') It  is He Who does this. He does it  by Himself ,  alone without  partners.  

び∠ラヲ⊥ム∠プ∇ぽ⊥ゎ ヴｚル∠ほ∠プぴ  

("Then how are you deluded away (from the t ruth)'') How is it  that  you are so misled from the 
right  path to falsehood  



∇モ∠ワ ∇モ⊥ホぴ ⌒モ⊥ホ あペ∠エ∇ャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒もべ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ リ⌒ョ 

びあペ∠エ∇ヤ⌒ャ ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや  

(Say: "Is there of your partners one that  guides to the t ruth'' Say: " It  is Allah who guides to the 
t ruth. . ''. ) You know that  your deit ies are incapable of guiding those who are ast ray. It  is Allah 
alone Who guides the misled and confused ones and turns the hearts from the wrong path to 
the right  path. It  is Allah, none has the right  to be worshipped but  He.  

 ｚΙ リｚョ∠ぺ ∠ノ∠らｚわ⊥Α ラ∠ぺ ぁペ∠ェ∠ぺ あペ∠エ∇ャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α リ∠ヨ∠プ∠ぺぴ
∠Αびン∠ギ∇ヰ⊥Α ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ンあギ⌒ヰ  

(Is then He Who guides to the t ruth more worthy to be followed, or he who f inds not  guidance 
(himself) unless he is guided) Will the servant  then follow the one who guides to the t ruth so 
that  he may see after he was blind, or follow one who doesn't  guide to anything except  towards 
blindness and muteness Allah said that  Ibrahim said:  

 ヴ⌒レ∇ピ⊥Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥ゲ⌒ダ∇ら∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι ゅ∠ョ ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ゎ ∠ユ⌒ャ ⌒ろ∠よ∠ほΑぴ
び⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セ ∠マレ∠ハ  

(O my father! Why do you worship that  which hears not , sees not  and cannot  avail you in 
anything) ぴ19:42び And said to his people  

 ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒エ∇レ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ゎ∠ぺ ∠メゅ∠ホぴ- ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ 

び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ  

(Worship you that  which you (yourselves) carve While Allah has created you and what  you 
make!) ぴ37: 95-96び Also, there are many Ayat  in this regard. Allah then said:  

び∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⊥ム∇エ∠ゎ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ゅ∠ヨ∠プぴ  

(Then, what  is the mat ter with you How j udge you) What  is the mat ter with you What  has 
happened to your mind How did you make Allah's creatures equal to Him What  kind of 
j udgement  did you make to turn away from Allah and worship this or that  Why did you not  
worship the Lord -- Glorif ied be He, the True King, the Judge and the One Who guides to the 
t ruth Why didn't  you call upon Him alone and turn towards Him Allah then explained that  they 
did not  follow their own religion out  of evidence and proof. The fact  is that  they were 
following mere conj ecture and imaginat ion. But  conj ecture is in no way a subst itute for the 
t ruth. At  the end of this Ayah. He said,  



び∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∀ユΒ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒まぴ  

(Allah is All-Aware of what  they do.) This is both a threat  and a promise of severe punishment . 
Allah said that  He would reward them for their act ions with a complete reward.  

 ラ∠ぺ ⊥ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱぴ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リ⌒ョ ン∠ゲ∠わ∇ヘ⊥Α
 ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠モΒ⌒ダ∇ヘ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ∇Α∠ギ∠Α ∠リ∇Β∠よ ン⌒グｚャや ∠ペΑ⌒ギ∇ダ∠ゎ リ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ

 ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや あゆｚケ リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∠ょ∇Α∠ケ ∠Ι- ⊥ロや∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∇ュ∠ぺ 
 リあョ ∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ⌒リ∠ョ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇んあョ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥ジ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠プ ∇モ⊥ホ

レ⊥ミ ラ⌒ま ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タ ∇ユ⊥わ- ∇ユ∠ャ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ∇モ∠よ 
 ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ⊥ヮ⊥ヤΑ⌒ヱ∇ほ∠ゎ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ゅｚヨ∠ャ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヨ∇ヤ⌒バ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥トΒ⌒エ⊥Α
 ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャや ⊥る∠ら⌒ボ⇒∠ハ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∇ゲ⊥ヌルゅ∠プ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや

- ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ｚΙ リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰレ⌒ョ∠ヱ 

∠ケ∠ヱび ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ジ∇ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ∠マぁよ  

(37. And this Qur'an is not  such as could ever be produced by other than Allah but  it  is a 
confirmat ion of (the revelat ion) which was before it ,  and a full explanat ion of the Book -- 
wherein there is no doubt  -- from the Lord of all that  exists.) (38. Or do they say: "He has 
forged it '' Say: "Bring then a Surah like unto it ,  and call upon whomsoever you can besides 
Allah, if  you are t ruthful! '') (39. Nay, they have belied the knowledge whereof they could not  
comprehend and what  has not  yet  been fulf il led. Thus those before them did belie. Then see 
what  was the end of the wrongdoers!) (40. And of them there are some who believe therein; 
and of them there are some who believe not  therein, and your Lord is All-Aware of the 
mischief-makers.)  

 

The Qur'an is the True, Inimitable Word of Allah and It is a Miracle 

The Qur'an has a miraculous nature that  cannot  be imitated. No one can produce anything 
similar to the Qur'an, nor ten Surahs or even one Surah like it .  The eloquence, clarity, precision 
and grace of the Qur'an cannot  be but  from Allah. The great  and abundant  principles and 
meanings within the Qur'an -- which are of great  benefit  in this world and for the Hereafter -- 
cannot  be but  from Allah. There is nothing like His High Self and At t ributes or like His sayings 
and act ions. Therefore His Words are not  like the words of His creatures. This is why Allah said:  



び⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リ⌒ョ ン∠ゲ∠わ∇ヘ⊥Α ラ∠ぺ ⊥ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And this Qur'an is not  such as could ever be produced by other than Allah) meaning, a book 
like this cannot  be but  from Allah. This is not  similar to the speech ut tered by humans.  

び⌒ヮ∇Α∠ギ∠Α ∠リ∇Β∠よ ン⌒グｚャや ∠ペΑ⌒ギ∇ダ∠ゎ リ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱぴ  

(but  it  is a confirmat ion of (the revelat ion) which was before it ,) Such as previous revelat ions 
and Books. The Qur'an confirms these books and is a witness to them. It  shows the changes, 
perversions and corrupt ion that  have taken place within these Books. Then Allah said,  

∠バ∇ャや あゆｚケ リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∠ょ∇Α∠ケ ∠Ι ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠モΒ⌒ダ∇ヘ∠ゎ∠ヱぴび∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒  

(and a full explanat ion of the Book -- wherein there is no doubt  -- from the Lord of all that  
exists.) That  is, fully and t ruly explaining and detailing the rules and the lawful and the 
unlawful. With this complete and more than suff icient  explanat ion, the Qur'an leaves no doubt  
that  it  is from Allah, the Lord of all that  exists. Allah says,  

 ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇んあョ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥ジ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠プ ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥ロや∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∇ュ∠ぺぴ
び ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ラ⌒ま ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リあョ ∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ⌒リ∠ョ  

(Or do they say: "He has forged it '' Say: "Bring then a Surah like unto it ,  and call upon 
whomsoever you can besides Allah, if  you are t ruthful! '') If  you argue, claim and doubt  whether 
this is from Allah then you ut tered a lie and blasphemy, and you say it  is from Muhammad -- 
Muhammad , however is a man like you, and since he came as you claim with this Qur'an -- then 
you produce a Surah like one of it s Surahs. Produce something of the same nature and seek 
help and support  with all the power you have from humans and Jinns. This is the third stage, 
Allah challenged them and called them to produce a counterpart  of the Qur'an if  they were 
t ruthful in their claim that  it  was simply from Muhammad . Allah even suggested that  they seek 
help from anyone they chose. But  He told them that  they would not  be able to do it .  They 
would have no way of doing so. Allah said:  

 ∇やヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠Α ラ∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ぁリ⌒イ∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥ザル⌒Ηや ⌒ろ∠バ∠ヨ∠わ∇ィや ⌒リ⌒ゃｚャ モ⊥ホぴ
 ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ん⌒ヨ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∠Ι ⌒ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ⌒モ∇ん⌒ヨ⌒よ

び や⇔ゲΒ⌒ヰ∠ニ ∃ヂ∇バ∠ら⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ツ∇バ∠よ  

(Say: "If  the mankind and the Jinn were together to produce the like of this Qur'an, they could 
not  produce the like thereof, even if  they helped one another. '') ぴ17:88び Then He reduced the 
number for them to ten Surahs similar to it ,  in the beginning of Surah Hud, Allah said:  



 ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇んあョ ∃ケ∠ヲ⊥シ ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠バ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠プ ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥ロや∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∇ュ∠ぺぴ
⊥ョ ラ⌒ま ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リあョ ∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ⌒リ∠ョ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや∠ヱ ∃れゅ∠Α∠ゲ∠わ∇ヘ

び ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ  

(Or they say, "He forged it . '' Say: "Bring you then ten forged Surah like unto it ,  and call 
whomsoever you can, other than Allah, if  you speak the t ruth! '')ぴ11:13び In this Surah He went  
even further to challenge them to produce only one Surah like unto the Qur'an. So He said:  

 ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇んあョ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥ジ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠プ ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥ロや∠ゲ∠わ∇プや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∇ュ∠ぺぴ
び ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ラ⌒ま ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リあョ ∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ⌒リ∠ョ  

(Or do they say: "He has forged it '' Say: "Bring then a Surah like unto it ,  and call upon 
whomsoever you can besides Allah, if  you are t ruthful! '') ぴ10:38び He also challenged them in 
Surat  Al-Baqarah, a Madinite Surah, to produce one Surah similar to it .  He stated in that  Surah 
that  they would never be capable of doing so, saying:  

び∠ケゅｚレャや ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎゅ∠プ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇ヘ∠ゎ リ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇ヘ∠ゎ ∇ユｚャ ラ⌒み∠プぴ  

(But  if  you do it  not , and you can never do it ,  then fear the Fire (Hell).)ぴ2:24び It  should be 
noted here that  eloquence was a part  of the nature and character of the Arabs. Arabic poet ry 
including Al-Mu` allaqat  -- the oldest  complete collect ion of the most  eloquent  ancient  Arabic 
poems -- was considered to be the best  in the literary arts. However Allah sent  down to them 
something whose style none were familiar with, and no one is equal in stature to imitate. So 
those who believed among them, believed because of what  they knew and felt  in the Book, 
including its beauty, elegance, benefit ,  and f luency. They became the most  knowledgeable of 
the Qur'an and its best  in adhering to it . The same thing happened to the magicians during 
Fir` awn's t ime. They were knowledgeable of the arts of sorcery, however, when Musa 
performed his miracles, they knew that  it  must  have come through someone that  was 
supported and guided by Allah. They knew that  no human could perform such acts without  the 
permission of Allah. Similarly, ` Isa was sent  at  the t ime of scholarly medicine and during the 
advancement  in the t reatment  of pat ients. He healed the blind, lepers and raised the dead to 
life by Allah's leave. What  ` Isa was able to do was such that  no form of t reatment  or medicine 
could reproduce. As a result ,  those who believed in him knew that  he was Allah's servant  and 
His Messenger. Similarly, in the Sahih, Allah's Messenger said,  

» ⌒れゅ∠Αべ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∠ヶ⌒ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⌒¬ゅ∠Β⌒ら∇ル∠ほ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∠ヶ⌒ら∠ル ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠ョ
 ⊥ヮ⊥わΒ⌒ゎヱ⊥ぺ ヵ⌒グｚャや ∠ラゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∩⊥ゲ∠ゼ∠ら∇ャや ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ん⌒ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リ∠ョへ ゅ∠ョ



 ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ミ∠ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ヲ⊥ィ∇ケ∠ほ∠プ ｚヶ∠ャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや ⊥ロゅ∠ェ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔Β∇ェ∠ヱ
ゅ⇔バ⌒よゅ∠ゎ«  

(There was never a Prophet  but  he was given signs by which the people would recognize him, 
and that  which I was given is revelat ion that  Allah revealed, so I hope that  I will have the most  
followers among them.) Allah then said:  

ｚヨ∠ャ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヨ∇ヤ⌒バ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥トΒ⌒エ⊥Α ∇ユ∠ャ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ∇モ∠よぴ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ゅ
び⊥ヮ⊥ヤΑ⌒ヱ∇ほ∠ゎ  

(Nay, they have belied the knowledge whereof they could not  comprehend and what  has not  
yet  been fulf il led. ) They did not  believe in the Qur'an and they have not  yet  grasped it  or 
comprehended it .   

⊥ヤΑ⌒ヱ∇ほ∠ゎ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ゅｚヨ∠ャ∠ヱぴび⊥ヮ  

(And what  has not  yet  been fulf il led.) They have not  at tained the guidance and the t rue 
religion. So they belied it  out  of ignorance and foolishness.  

び∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ゆｚグ∠ミ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミぴ  

(Those before them did belie.) meaning, the past  nat ions,  

び∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャや ⊥る∠ら⌒ボ⇒∠ハ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ∇ゲ⊥ヌルゅ∠プぴ  

(Then see what  was the end of the wrongdoers!) Look at  how we Dest royed them because they 
denied Our Messengers in their wickedness, pride, stubbornness and ignorance. So beware you 
who deny the message that  the same end will befall you. Allah's statement ,  

び⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰレ⌒ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And of them there are some who believe therein;) means that  among those you were sent  to, 
O Muhammad, are people who will believe in this Qur'an, follow you and benefit  from what  has 
been sent  to you.  

び⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ｚΙ リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱぴ  

(and of them there are some who believe not  therein,) but  dies as a disbeliever and will be 
resurrected as such.  



び∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ジ∇ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ∠マぁよ∠ケ∠ヱぴ  

(And your Lord is All-Aware of the mischief makers. ) He best  knows those who deserve 
guidance, so He guides them, and those who deserve to go ast ray, He allows to go ast ray. Allah 
is, however, the Just  who is never unjust . He gives everyone what  they deserve. All Glory is 
His, the Exalted. There is no God but  He.  

 ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ヤ∠ヨ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∠ハ ヴあャ モ⊥ボ∠プ ∠ポヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ラ⌒ま∠ヱぴ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ゅｚヨあョ ∀¬ン⌒ゲ∠よ ∇ゅ∠ル∠ぺ∠ヱ ⊥モ∠ヨ∇ハ∠ぺ べｚヨ⌒ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ゃΑ⌒ゲ∠よ- 

 ｚユぁダャや ⊥ノ⌒ヨ∇ジ⊥ゎ ∠ろル∠ほ∠プ∠ぺ ∠マ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ヨ∠わ∇ジ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ-⌒ま ⊥ゲ⊥ヌレ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰレ⌒ョ∠ヱ  ∠マ∇Β∠ャ

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ダ∇ら⊥Α ∠Ι ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ヴ∇ヨ⊥バ∇ャや ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ゎ ∠ろ∇ル∠ほ∠プ∠ぺ- ｚラ⌒ま 
 ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ∠サゅｚレャや ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ∠サゅｚレャや ⊥ユ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α ∠Ι ∠ヮｚヤャや

び ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α  

(41. And if  they belie you, say: "For me are my deeds and for you are your deeds! You are 
innocent  of what  I do, and I am innocent  of what  you do! '') (42. And among them are some who 
listen to you, but  can you make the deaf to hear -- even though they apprehend not ) (43. And 
among them are some who look at  you, but  can you guide the blind -- even though they see 
not ) (44. Truly, Allah wrongs not  mankind in aught ; but  mankind wrong themselves.)  

 

The Command to be Free and Clear from the Idolators 

Allah said to His Prophet  :  ` If  these idolators belie you, then be clear from them and their 
deeds. '  

び∇ユ⊥ム⊥ヤ∠ヨ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∠ハ ヴあャ モ⊥ボ∠プぴ  

(Say: "For me are my deeds and for you are your deeds! '') Similarly, Allah said:  

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヘ⇒∠ム∇ャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑ ∇モ⊥ホぴ-び ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ギ⊥ら∇ハ∠ぺ ∠Ι   

(Say: "O you disbelievers! I worship not  that  which you worship.'')ぴ109:1-2び to the end of the 
Surah. Ibrahim Al-Khalil (the Friend) and his followers said to the idolators among their people:  



び⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラヱ⊥キ リ⌒ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ゎ ゅｚヨ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∇レあョ ∇やぼへ¬∠ゲ⊥よ ゅｚル⌒まぴ  

(Verily, we are free from you and whatever you worship besides Allah) ぴ60:4び Allah then said:  

び∠マ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ヨ∠わ∇ジ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And among them are some who listen to you,) They listen to your beaut iful talk and to the 
Glorious Qur'an. They listen to your t ruthful,  eloquent  and authent ic Hadiths that  are useful to 
the hearts, the bodies and their faith. This is indeed a great  benefit  and is suff icient . But  
guiding the people to the t ruth is not  up to you or to them. You cannot  make the deaf hear. 
Therefore you cannot  guide these people except  if  Allah wishes. Y  

び∠マ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ⊥ゲ⊥ヌレ∠Α リｚョ ∇ユ⊥ヰレ⌒ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And among them are some who look at  you, ) They look at  you and at  what  Allah has given you 
in terms of dignity, noble personality and great  conduct . There is in all of this clear evidence of 
your prophethood to those who have reason and insight . Other people also look but  they do not  
receive guidance like them. Believers look at  you with respect  and dignity while disbelievers 
regard you with contempt .  

び⇔やヱ⊥ゴ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠マ∠ルヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚわ∠Α ラ⌒ま ∠ポ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ケ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱぴ  

(And when they see you, they t reat  you only in mockery.)ぴ25:41び Then Allah announces that  He 
is never unj ust  with anyone. He guides whomever He wills and opens the eyes of the blind, 
makes the deaf hear and removes neglect  from the hearts. At  the same t ime He lets others go 
ast ray, moving away from faith. He does all of that  yet  He is always Just , for He is the Ruler 
and has full authority over His kingdom. He does whatever He wills without  any rest rict ions. No 
one can quest ion Him as to what  He does while he will quest ion everyone else. He is 
Omniscient , All-Wise, and All-Just . So Allah said:  

 ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ∠サゅｚレャや ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ∠サゅｚレャや ⊥ユ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α ∠Ι ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒まぴ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α  

(Truly, Allah wrongs not  mankind in aught ; but  mankind wrong themselves.) In the Hadith 
narrated by Abu Dharr, he states that  the Prophet  related that  His Lord, Exalted and High is 
He, said:  

» ヶ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ユ∇ヤぁヌャや ⊥ろ∇ョｚゲ∠ェ ヶあル⌒ま ヵ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ゅ∠Α
やヲ⊥ヨ∠ャゅ∠ヌ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ⇔ョｚゲ∠エ⊥ョ ∇ユ⊥ム∠レ∇Β∠よ ⊥ヮ⊥わ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ«  



)O My servant !I have prohibited 

oppression for Myself and made it 

prohibited for you, so do not 

oppress one another.. (.Until He 

said at the end of the Hadith : ゅ∠Α
 ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒プヱ⊥ぺ ｚユ⊥を ∩∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒ダ∇ェ⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ャゅ∠ヨ∇ハ∠ぺ ∠ヶ⌒ワ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ヵ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ
 ∠ギ∠ィ∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∩∠ぶや ⌒ギ∠ヨ∇エ∠Β∇ヤ∠プ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠ギ∠ィ∠ヱ ∇リ∠ヨ∠プ ∩ゅ∠ワゅｚΑ⌒ま

ヮ∠ジ∇ヘ∠ル ゅｚャ⌒ま ｚリ∠ョヲ⊥ヤ∠Α ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∠ゲ∇Β∠ビ«  

(O My servants! It  is but  your deeds that  I reckon for you and then recompense you for. So let  
him who f inds good (in the Hereafter) praise Allah. And let  him who f inds other than that  
blame no one but  himself .) The complete version was recorded by Muslim.  

⊥ワ⊥ゲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴ ∠リあョ ⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥ん∠ら∇ヤ∠Α ∇ユｚャ ラ∠ほ∠ミ ∇ユ
 ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ゲ⌒ジ∠カ ∇ギ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥プ∠ケゅ∠バ∠わ∠Α ⌒ケゅ∠ヰｚレャや

び ∠リΑ⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ョ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒¬べ∠ボ⌒ヤ⌒よ  

(45. And on the Day when He shall gather them together, (it  will be) as if  they had not  stayed 
(in the life of this world and graves) but  an hour of a day. They will recognize each other. 
Ruined indeed will be those who denied the meet ing with Allah and were not  guided.)  

 

The Feeling of Brevity toward the Worldly Life at the Gathering on 
the Day of Resurrection 

To remind people of the establishment  of the Hour and their resurrect ion from their graves to 
the gathering for the Day of  Judgment , Allah says:  

び∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴ  

(And on the Day when He shall gather (resurrect ) them.) Similarly Allah said:  



 ⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥ん∠ら∇ヤ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∠ハヲ⊥Α ゅ∠ョ ∠ラ∇ヱ∠ゲ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミぴ
び∃ケゅ∠ヰｚル リあョ  

(On the Day when they will see that  (torment ) with which they are promised (threatened, it  
will be) as if  they had not  stayed more than an hour in a single day.)ぴ46:35び Allah also said:  

 ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠エ⊥ッ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⇔るｚΒ⌒ゼ∠ハ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥ん∠ら∇ヤ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ∠ル∇ヱ∠ゲ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミぴ
び  

(The Day they see it ,  (it  will be) as if  they had not  tarried (in this world) except  an afternoon 
or a morning.) ぴ79:46び  

 ∃グ⌒ゃ⌒ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∠リΒ⌒ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ゲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ケヲぁダャや ヴ⌒プ ⊥オ∠ヘレ⊥Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Αぴ
 ⇔ゅホ∇ケ⊥コ- ⇔やゲ∇ゼ∠ハ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わ∇ん⌒らｚャ ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥わ∠ヘ⇒∠ガ∠わ∠Α - ⊥リ∇エｚル 

⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ∇ク⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ん⌒らｚャ ラ⌒ま ⇔る∠ボΑ⌒ゲ∠デ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ∠ん∇ョ∠ぺ 
び ⇔ゅョ∇ヲ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま  

(The Day when the Trumpet  will be blown (the second blowing): that  Day, We shall gather the 
criminals, blue eyed. They will speak in a very low voice to each other (saying): "You stayed 
not  longer than ten (days). '' We know very well what  they will say, when the best  among them 
in knowledge and wisdom will say: "You stayed no longer than a day! '') ぴ20:102-104び and,  

 ∇やヲ⊥ん⌒ら∠ャ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⌒ジ∇ボ⊥Α ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ⊥ュヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱぴ
び∃る∠ハゅ∠シ ∠ゲ∇Β∠ビ  

(And on the Day that  the Hour will be established, the criminals will swear that  they stayed not  
but  an hour.)ぴ30:55び These all are evidence of the brevity of the worldly life compared to the 
Hereafter. Allah said:  



∠ギ∠ハ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ん⌒ら∠ャ ∇ユ∠ミ ∠モ⇒∠ホぴ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒シ ∠キ- ゅ∠レ∇ん⌒ら∠ャ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ 
 ∠リΑあキべ∠バ∇ャや ⌒メ∠ほ∇シゅ∠プ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ヂ∇バ∠よ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⇔ゅョ∇ヲ∠Α- ∇ユ⊥わ∇ん⌒らｚャ ラ⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ 

び ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ∇ユ⊥ムｚル∠ぺ ∇ヲｚャ ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ｚΙ⌒ま  

(He (Allah) will say: "What  number of years did you stay on earth'' They will say: "We stayed a 
day or part  of a day. Ask of those who keep account . '' He (Allah) will say: "You stayed not  but  a 
lit t le, if  you had only known!'') ぴ23:112-124び Allah then said:  

び∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥プ∠ケゅ∠バ∠わ∠Αぴ  

(They will recognize each other) The children will know their parents and relat ives will 
recognize one another. They will know them j ust  like they used to know them during the life in 
this world. However, on that  Day everyone will be busy with himself .  Allah then said:  

∇Β∠よ ∠ょ⇒∠ジル∠ぺ ∠Κ∠プ ⌒ケヲぁダャや ヴ⌒プ ∠オ⌒ヘ⊥ル や∠ク⌒み∠プぴび∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ  

(Then, when the Trumpet  is blown, there will be no kinship among them.)ぴ23:101び Allah also 
said:  

び ⇔ゅヨΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ ∀ユΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ ⊥モ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱぴ  

(And no friend will ask a friend (about  his condit ion).)ぴ70:10び Allah then said:  

⊥よｚグ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ゲ⌒ジ∠カ ∇ギ∠ホぴ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒¬べ∠ボ⌒ヤ⌒よ ∇やヲ
び∠リΑ⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ョ  

(Ruined indeed will be those who denied the meet ing with Allah and were not  guided.) This is 
similar to the Ayah:  

び ∠リΒ⌒よあグ∠ム⊥ヨ∇ヤあャ ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∀モ∇Α∠ヱぴ  

(Woe that  Day to the deniers.)ぴ77:15び Woe to them because they will lose themselves and their 
families on the Day of Resurrect ion. That  is indeed the great  loss. There is no loss greater than 
the loss of one who will be taken away from his dear ones on the Day of Grief and Regret .  



∠よ ∠マｚレ∠Α⌒ゲ⊥ル ゅｚョ⌒ま∠ヱぴ ゅ∠レ∇Β∠ャ⌒み∠プ ∠マｚレ∠Βｚプ∠ヲ∠わ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ギ⌒バ∠ル ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヂ∇バ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∀ギΒ⌒ヰ∠セ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ｚユ⊥を ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ- あモ⊥ム⌒ャ∠ヱ 

 ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ヴ⌒ツ⊥ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ∠¬べ∠ィ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∀メヲ⊥シｚケ ∃るｚョ⊥ぺ
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇ヌ⊥Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⌒テ∇ジ⌒ボ∇ャゅ⌒よ  

(46. Whether We show you some of what  We promise them (the torment ), or We cause you to 
die -- st il l unto Us is their return, and moreover Allah is Witness over what  they used to do.) 
(47. And for every Ummah there is a Messenger; when their Messenger comes, the mat ter will 
be j udged between them with j ust ice, and they will not  be wronged.)  

 

The Criminals will certainly be avenged -- whether in This World or 
in the Hereafter 

Allah said to His Messenger :  

び∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ギ⌒バ∠ル ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヂ∇バ∠よ ∠マｚレ∠Α⌒ゲ⊥ル ゅｚョ⌒ま∠ヱぴ  

(Whether We show you some of what  We promise them (the torment ),) We shall avenge them 
in your lifet ime so your eye will be delighted.  

び∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ ゅ∠レ∇Β∠ャ⌒み∠プ ∠マｚレ∠Βｚプ∠ヲ∠わ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺぴ  

(Or We cause you to die -- st il l unto Us is their return,) Allah will then be the Witness watching 
over their act ions for you. Allah then said,  

び∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ∠¬べ∠ィ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∀メヲ⊥シｚケ ∃るｚョ⊥ぺ あモ⊥ム⌒ャ∠ヱぴ  

(And for every Ummah there is a Messenger; when their Messenger comes,) Muj ahid said: "This 
will be on the Day of Resurrect ion.  

び⌒テ∇ジ⌒ボ∇ャゅ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ヴ⌒ツ⊥ホぴ  

(the mat ter will be j udged between them with j ust ice,) is similar to the Ayah:  

びゅ∠ヰあよ∠ケ ⌒ケヲ⊥レ⌒よ ⊥チ∇ケｘΙや ⌒ろ∠ホ∠ゲ∇セ∠ぺ∠ヱぴ  



(And the earth will shine with the light  of it s Lord (Allah),) ぴ39:69び So every nat ion will be 
presented before Allah in the presence of its Messenger and the Book of its deeds. All good and 
evil deeds will be witnessed upon them. Their guardian angels will be witnesses too. The 
nat ions will be brought  forth, one by one. Our noble Ummah, while it  is the last  of the nat ions, 
is the f irst  one on the Day of Resurrect ion to be quest ioned and j udged. This was stated by 
Allah's Messenger in a Hadith recorded by both Al-Bukhari and Muslim. Allah's Messenger said:  

» ぁヶ⌒ツ∇ボ∠ヨ∇ャや ∩⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⌒よゅｚジャや ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒カべ∇ャや ⊥リ∇エ∠ル
ペ⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ガ∇ャや ∠モ∇ら∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ«  

(We are the last , the f irst  on the Day of Resurrect ion. We will be j udged before the rest  of the 
creatures.) His Ummah at tains the honor of precedence only by the honor of it s Messenger , 
may Allah's peace and blesings be upon him forever, unt il the Day of Judgement .  

 ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ラ⌒ま ⊥ギ∇ハ∠ヲ∇ャや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ヴ∠わ∠ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱぴ- 

 ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠¬べ∠セ ゅ∠ョ ｚΙ⌒ま ゅ⇔バ∇ヘ∠ル ∠Ι∠ヱ や６ゲ∠ッ ヴ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠レ⌒ャ ⊥マ⌒ヤ∇ョ∠ぺ ｚΙ モ⊥ホ
ｚョ⊥ぺ あモ⊥ム⌒ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒カ∇ほ∠わ∇ジ∠Α ∠Κ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ∠ィ∠ぺ ∠¬べ∠ィ や∠ク⌒ま ∀モ∠ィ∠ぺ ∃る

 ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ギ∇ボ∠わ∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ- ∇ユ⊥ミゅ∠ゎ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わ∇Α∠¬∠ケ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ホ 
 ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ⊥モ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠Α や∠クゅｚョ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔ゎゅ∠Β∠よ ⊥ヮ⊥よや∠グ∠ハ

 ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや-∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠リ∇ャへ∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥わ∇レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠ノ∠ホ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ や∠ク⌒ま ｚユ⊥を∠ぺ  

 ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ- ∇やヲ⊥ホヱ⊥ク ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ⌒ャ ∠モΒ⌒ホ ｚユ⊥を 
び ∠ラヲ⊥ら⌒ジ∇ム∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ラ∇ヱ∠ゴ∇イ⊥ゎ ∇モ∠ワ ⌒ギ∇ヤ⊥ガ∇ャや ∠ゆや∠グ∠ハ  

(48. And they say: "When will be this promise (the torment  or the Day of Resurrect ion), if  you 
speak the t ruth'') (49. Say: "I have no power over any harm or profit  for myself  except  what  
Allah may will.  For every Ummah, there is a term appointed; when their term comes, neither 
can they delay it  nor can they advance it  an hour (or a moment ). '') (50. Say: "Tell me, if  His 
torment  should come to you by night  or by day, which port ion thereof would the criminals 
hasten on'') (51. Is it  then that  when it  has actually befallen, you will believe in it  What ! Now 
(you believe) And you used (aforet ime) to hasten it  on! '') (52. Then it  will be said to them who 
wronged themselves: "Taste you the everlast ing torment ! Are you recompensed (aught ) save 
what  you used to earn'')  

 



The Deniers of the Day of Resurrection wish to hasten its Coming 
and their Response 

Allah told us about  the idolators who rej ect  faith through their demand that  the punishment  be 
hastened, inquiring about  the t ime of punishment . The response to such quest ion is not  
inherent ly beneficial,  yet  they inquired anyway. Allah said:  

 ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ∠Ι ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ⊥モ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠Αぴ
びぁペ∠エ∇ャや ゅ∠ヰｚル∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘ∇ゼ⊥ョ ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬  

(Those who believe not  therein seek to hasten it ,  while those who believe are fearful of it , and 
know that  it  is the very t ruth.) ぴ42:18び They know that  it  is the t ruth for it  is def initely going to 
happen. It  is going to take place even if  they have no idea when it  will occur. This is why Allah 
inst ructed His Messenger to answer them saying:  

∠ヱ や６ゲ∠ッ ヴ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠レ⌒ャ ⊥マ⌒ヤ∇ョ∠ぺ ｚΙ モ⊥ホぴびゅ⇔バ∇ヘ∠ル ∠Ι  

(Say: "I have no power over any harm or profit  to myself . '') ぴ10:49, 7:188び I will not  say except  
what  He has taught  me. I also have no authorit y over anything that  Allah has not  shown to me. 
I am Allah's servant  and His Messenger to you. I was told that  the Hour is going to come, but  He 
has not  told me when it  will occur. But ,  

び∀モ∠ィ∠ぺ ∃るｚョ⊥ぺ あモ⊥ム⌒ャぴ  

(For every Ummah, there is a term appointed;) meaning that  for every generat ion or 
community there is a set  term appointed for them. When the end of that  term approaches,  

び∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ギ∇ボ∠わ∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒カ∇ほ∠わ∇ジ∠Α ∠Κ∠プぴ  

(neither can they delay it  nor can they advance it  an hour (or a moment ). ) This is similar to 
what  Allah said in another Ayah:  

∠ィ や∠ク⌒ま ⇔ゅジ∇ヘ∠ル ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ゲあカ∠ぽ⊥Α リ∠ャ∠ヱぴびべ∠ヰ⊥ヤ∠ィ∠ぺ ∠¬べ  

(And Allah grants respite to none when his appointed t ime (death) comes.) ぴ63:11び Allah 
inst ructed His Messenger to tell the people that  His punishment  would come suddenly. He said:  



∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔ゎゅ∠Β∠よ ⊥ヮ⊥よや∠グ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ミゅ∠ゎ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わ∇Α∠¬∠ケ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ホぴ や∠クゅｚョ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル 
 ∠ラヲ⊥ョ⌒ゲ∇イ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ⊥モ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠Α- ∇ユ⊥わ∇レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠ノ∠ホ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ や∠ク⌒ま ｚユ⊥を∠ぺ 

び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠リ∇ャへ∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ  

(Say: "Tell me, if  His torment  should come to you by night  or by day, which port ion thereof 
would the criminals hasten on Is it  then that  when it  has actually befallen, you will believe in it  
What ! Now (you believe) And you used (aforet ime) to hasten it  on! '') When the punishment  
befalls them, they will say:  

びゅ∠レ∇バ⌒ヨ∠シ∠ヱ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ∠ダ∇よ∠ぺ べ∠レｚよ∠ケぴ  

("Our Lord! We have now seen and heard. '') (32:12) Allah also said:  

 ゅ∠ル∇ゲ∠ヘ⇒∠ミ∠ヱ ⊥ロ∠ギ∇ェ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ゅｚレ∠ョや∠¬ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ゅ∠レ∠シ∇ほ∠よ ∇や∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ケ ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プぴ
 ∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ョ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ゅｚレ⊥ミ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ- ゅｚヨ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥レ⇒∠ヨΑ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ∠ヘレ∠Α ⊥マ∠Α ∇ユ∠ヤ∠プ 

∠ヤ∠カ ∇ギ∠ホ ヴ⌒わｚャや ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠るｚレ⊥シ ゅ∠レ∠シ∇ほ∠よ ∇や∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ケ ⌒ロ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ヴ⌒プ ∇ろ
び ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヘ⇒∠ム∇ャや ∠マ⌒ャゅ∠レ⊥ワ ∠ゲ⌒ジ∠カ∠ヱ  

(So when they saw Our punishment , they said: "We believe in Allah alone and rej ect  (all) that  
we used to associate with Him as (His) partners. Then their faith could not  avail them when 
they saw Our punishment . (Like) this has been the way of Allah in dealing with His servants. 
And there the disbelievers lost  ut terly (when Our torment  covered them). '')ぴ40:84-85び  

び⌒ギ∇ヤ⊥ガ∇ャや ∠ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∇やヲ⊥ホヱ⊥ク ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ⌒ャ ∠モΒ⌒ホ ｚユ⊥をぴ  

(Then it  will be said to them who wronged themselves: "Taste you the everlast ing torment ! '') 
This will be said to them on the Day of Resurrect ion, blaming and rebuking them. As Allah said 
in another Ayah:  

 ゅ６ハ∠キ ∠ユｚレ∠ヰ∠ィ ⌒ケゅ∠ル ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ラヲぁハ∠ギ⊥Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Αぴ- ⊥ケゅｚレャや ⌒ロ⌒グ⇒∠ワ 

⊥わレ⊥ミ ヴ⌒わｚャや ∠ラヲ⊥よあグ∠ム⊥ゎ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ユ- ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ ∇ュ∠ぺ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ∀ゲ∇エ⌒ジ∠プ∠ぺ 



 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ダ∇ら⊥ゎ- ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ら∇ダ∠ゎ ∠Ι ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ら∇タゅ∠プ ゅ∠ワ∇ヲ∠ヤ∇タや 
び ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラ∇ヱ∠ゴ∇イ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∀¬へ∠ヲ∠シ  

(The Day when they will be pushed down by force to the f ire of Hell,  with a horrible, forceful 
pushing. This is the Fire that  you used to belie. Is this magic or do you not  see Taste you 
therein it s heat  and whether you are pat ient  of it  or impat ient  of it ,  it  is all the same. You are 
only being requited for what  you used to do.) ぴ52:13-16び  

 ｘペ∠エ∠ャ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ン⌒ま ∇モ⊥ホ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｘペ∠ェ∠ぺ ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ゃ⌒ら∇レ∠わ∇ジ∠Α∠ヱぴ
 ∠リΑ⌒ゴ⌒イ∇バ⊥ヨ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ べ∠ョ∠ヱ- ゅ∠ョ ∇ろ∠ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ∃ザ∇ヘ∠ル あモ⊥ム⌒ャ ｚラ∠ぺ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ 

 ∇や⊥ヱ∠ぺ∠ケ ゅｚヨ∠ャ ∠る∠ョや∠ギｚレャや ∇やヱぁゲ∠シ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇れ∠ギ∠わ∇プ∠Ι ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ
⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ヴ⌒ツ⊥ホ∠ヱ ∠ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャやび ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇ヌ⊥Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⌒テ∇ジ⌒ボ∇ャゅ  

(53. And they ask you to inform them (saying): "Is it  t rue'' Say: "Yes! By my Lord! It  is the very 
t ruth! And you cannot  escape it ! '') (54. And if  every person who had wronged, possessed all that  
is on the earth and sought  to ransom himself therewith (it  will not  be accepted), and they 
would feel in their hearts regret  when they see the torment , and they will be j udged with 
j ust ice, and no wrong will be done unto them.)  

 

The Resurrection is Real 

Allah said that  they ask you to inform them (saying):  

び∠ヲ⊥ワ ｘペ∠ェ∠ぺぴ  

("Is it  t rue'') asking about  the return and the Resurrect ion from the graves, after the bodies 
become sand.  

び∠リΑ⌒ゴ⌒イ∇バ⊥ヨ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ べ∠ョ∠ヱ ｘペ∠エ∠ャ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ン⌒ま ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Yes! By my Lord! It  is the very t ruth! And you cannot  escape it ! '') meaning that  becoming 
sand does not  make Allah incapable of bringing you back, since He originated you from nothing.  

び ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プ リ⊥ミ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ラ∠ぺ ⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セ ∠キや∠ケ∠ぺ へ∠ク⌒ま ⊥ロ⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ べ∠ヨｚル⌒まぴ  



(Verily, His command, when He intends a thing, is only that  He says to it ,  ` Be!' - and it  
is!)ぴ36:82び There are only two other Ayat  in the Qur'an similar to this. Allah commands His 
Messenger to give an oath by Him to answer those who deny the return. He said in Surah Saba',  

 ∠Ι ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱぴ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ゅ∠レΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ
び∇ユ⊥ムｚレ∠Β⌒ゎ∇ほ∠わ∠ャ ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ  

(Those who disbelieve say: "The Hour will not  come to us.'' Say: "Yes, by my Lord!, it  will come 
to you.'') (34:3) The second is in Surat  At -Taghabun, He said:  

ｚャ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ユ∠ハ∠コぴ ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥Α リ
 ∀ゲΒ⌒ジ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ｚラ⊥ぽｚら∠レ⊥わ∠ャ ｚユ⊥を ｚリ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥わ∠ャ

び  

(The disbelievers claimed that  they will never be resurrected. Say: "Yes! By my Lord! you will 
certainly be resurrected, then you will be informed of (and recompensed for) what  you did; 
and that  is easy for Allah. '') (64:7) Then Allah informed us that  when the Resurrect ion is 
established the disbelievers will wish that  they could ransom themselves from Allah's 
punishment  with the equivalent  of the weight  of the earth in gold.  

 ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∠ヴ⌒ツ⊥ホ∠ヱ ∠ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや ∇や⊥ヱ∠ぺ∠ケ ゅｚヨ∠ャ ∠る∠ョや∠ギｚレャや ∇やヱぁゲ∠シ∠ぺ∠ヱぴ
び∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇ヌ⊥Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⌒テ∇ジ⌒ボ∇ャゅ⌒よ  

(And they would feel in their hearts regret  when they see the torment , and they will be j udged 
with j ust ice, and no wrong will be done unto them.)  

 ｚラ⌒ま ∠Ι∠ぺ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャ ｚラ⌒ま Ι∠ぺぴ
 ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ｘペ∠ェ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠ギ∇ハ∠ヱ- ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

び ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ィ∇ゲ⊥ゎ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ろΒ⌒ヨ⊥Α∠ヱ ⌒ヴ∇エ⊥Α  

(55. No doubt , surely, all that  is in the heavens and the earth belongs to Allah. No doubt , 
surely, Allah's promise is t rue. But  most  of them know not .) (56. It  is He Who gives life, and 
causes death, and to Him you (all) shall return.) Allah is the Owner of the heavens and earth. 
His promise is t rue and is indeed going to be fulf il led. He is the One Who gives life and causes 
death. To Him is the return of everyone, and He is the One who has the power over that , and 
the One Who knows everything about  every creature; it s deteriorat ion, and where every speck 
of it  has gone, be it  land, oceans or otherwise.  



 ∇ユ⊥ムあよｚケ リｚョ ∀る∠ヌ⌒ハ∇ヲｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ ∇ギ∠ホ ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほ∠Αぴ
 ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ヤあャ ∀る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ∠ヱ ン⇔ギ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨあャ ∀¬べ∠ヘ⌒セ∠ヱ

- ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∇やヲ⊥ェ∠ゲ∇ヘ∠Β∇ヤ∠プ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ⌒ら∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ゲ⌒よ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ∇ツ∠ヘ⌒よ ∇モ⊥ホ 
び ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇イ∠Α ゅｚヨあョ ∀ゲ∇Β∠カ  

(57. O mankind! There has come to you good advice from your Lord, and a cure for that  which 
is in your breasts, -- a guidance and a mercy for the believers.) (58. Say: "In the bounty of 
Allah, and in His mercy; therein let  them rej oice. '' That  is bet ter than what  (the wealth) they 
amass.)  

The Qur'an is an Admonition, Cure, Mercy and Guidance 

Allah confers a great  favor on His creatures in what  He has sent  down of the Gracious Qur'an to 
His Noble Messenger . He said:  

び∇ユ⊥ムあよｚケ リｚョ ∀る∠ヌ⌒ハ∇ヲｚョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ ∇ギ∠ホ ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほ∠Αぴ  

(O mankind! There has come to you good advice from your Lord.) A warning and a shield from 
shameful deeds.  

び⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨあャ ∀¬べ∠ヘ⌒セ∠ヱぴ  

(and a cure for that  which is in your breasts,) A cure from suspicion and doubts. The Qur'an 
removes all the f ilth and Shirk from the hearts.  

び∀る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ∠ヱ ン⇔ギ⊥ワ∠ヱぴ  

(a guidance and a mercy) The guidance and the mercy from Allah are at tained through it .  This 
is only for those who believe in it  and have f irm faith in what  it  contains. As Allah said:  

 ∀る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ∠ヱ ∀¬べ∠ヘ⌒セ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⊥メあゴ∠レ⊥ル∠ヱぴ
び や⇔ケゅ∠ジ∠カ ｚΙ∠ま ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャや ⊥ギΑ⌒ゴ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ヤあャ  

(And We send down of the Qur'an that  which is a cure and a mercy to those who believe, and it  
increases the wrongdoers nothing but  loss.) (17:82) and;  

び∀¬べ∠ヘ⌒セ∠ヱ ン⇔ギ⊥ワ ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ⌒ャ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  



(Say: "It  is for those who believe, a guide and a cure. '') (41: 44) Allah then said:  

∠プ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ⌒ら∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ゲ⌒よ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ∇ツ∠ヘ⌒よ ∇モ⊥ホぴび∇やヲ⊥ェ∠ゲ∇ヘ∠Β∇ヤ  

(Say: "In the bounty of Allah, and in His mercy; therein let  them rej oice. '') rej oice in what  has 
come from Allah. Let  them rej oice in the guidance and the religion of the t ruth. It  is bet ter 
than anything they might  rej oice in,  

∇Β∠カ ∠ヲ⊥ワぴび∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇イ∠Α ゅｚヨあョ ∀ゲ  

That  is bet ter than what  (the wealth) they amass. from the ruins of the world and its vanishing 
bloom undoubtedly.  

 ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠プ ∃ベ∇コあケ リあョ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠メ∠ゴル∠ぺ べｚョ ∇ユ⊥わ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ∠ぺ ∇モ⊥ホぴ
⊥ヮｚヤャへ∠¬ ∇モ⊥ホ ⇔Ι∠Κ∠ェ∠ヱ ゅ⇔ョや∠ゲ∠ェ ⊥ヮ∇レあョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ュ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∠ラ⌒ク∠ぺ 

 ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ∠ゎ- ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ∠Α ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ぁリ∠ニ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ 

 ⌒サゅｚレャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃モ∇ツ∠プ ヱ⊥グ∠ャ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒ま ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ゆ⌒グ∠ム∇ャや
び ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ム∇ゼ∠Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ  

(59. Say: "Tell me, what  provision Allah has sent  down to you! And you have made of it  lawful 
and unlawful. '' Say: "Has Allah permit ted you (to do so), or do you invent  a lie against  Allah'') 
(60. And what  think those who invent  a lie against  Allah, on the Day of Resurrect ion Truly, 
Allah is full of bounty to mankind, but  most  of them are ungrateful.)  

 

None can make Anything Lawful or Unlawful except Allah or Those 
Whom Allah has allowed to do so 

Ibn ` Abbas, Muj ahid, Ad-Dahhak, Qatadah, ` Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam and others said: 
"This Ayah was revealed to crit icize the idolators for what  they used to make lawful and 
unlawful. Like the Bahirah, Sa'ibah and Wasilah. '' As Allah said:  

 ⌒ュゅ∠バ∇ルｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒ゐ∇ゲ∠エ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ∠ぺ∠ケ∠ク ゅｚヨ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱぴ
び⇔ゅらΒ⌒ダ∠ル  



(And they assign to Allah a share of the t ilth and cat t le which He has created.)ぴ6:136び Imam 
Ahmad recorded a narrat ion from Malik bin Nadlah who said, "I came to Allah's Messenger while 
in f ilthy clothes. He said,  

»∨∀メゅ∠ョ ∠マ∠ャ ∇モ∠ワ«  

(Do you have wealth) I answered, ` Yes.' He said,  

»∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ∨⌒メゅ∠ヨ∇ャや あヵ«  

(what  kind of wealth) I answered, ` All kinds; camels, slaves, horses, sheep.' So he said,  

»マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ゲ⊥Β∇ヤ∠プ ゅ⇔ャゅ∠ョ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ポゅ∠ゎ∠へ や∠ク⌒ま«  

(If  Allah gives you wealth, then let  it  be seen on you.) Then he said,  

»∠エ⌒タ ∠マ⊥ヤ∇よ⌒ま ⊥ア∠わ∇レ⊥ゎ ∇モ∠ワ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ギ⌒ヨ∇バ∠わ∠プ ∩ゅ∠ヰ⊥ルや∠クへ ゅ⇔ェゅ
⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠わ∠プ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∠ルや∠クへ ∠ノ∠ト∇ボ∠わ∠プ ヴ⇔シヲ⊥ョ : ぁペ⊥ゼ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∩∀ゲ∇エ⊥よ ⌒ロ⌒グ∠ワ

⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ∠ヱ ゅ∠ワ∠キヲ⊥ヤ⊥ィ : ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ョあゲ∠エ⊥ゎ∠ヱ ∩∀ュ⊥ゲ⊥タ ⌒ロ⌒グ∠ワ
マ⌒ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ«  

∨ (It  is not  that  your camels are born with healthy ears, you take a knife and cut  them, then 
say, "This is a Bahr, '' tear its skin, then say, ` This is a Sarm,'' and prohibit  them for yourself  and 
your family) I replied, ` Yes. ' He said,  

» ∇リ⌒ョ ぁギ∠セ∠ぺ ⌒ぶや ⊥ギ⌒ハゅ∠シ ∩ｘモ⌒ェ ∠マ∠ャ ⊥ぶや ∠ポゅ∠ゎへ ゅ∠ョ ｚラ⌒み∠プ
⊥ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ぶや ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ∠ヱ ∩∠ポ⌒ギ⌒ハゅ∠シポゅ∠シヲ⊥ョ ∇リ⌒ョ «  

(What  Allah has given you is lawful. Allah's Forearm is st ronger than your forearm, and Allah's 
knife is sharper then your knife.)'' And he ment ioned the Hadith in it s complete form, and the 
chain for this Hadith is a st rong, good chain. Allah crit icized those who make lawful what  Allah 
has made unlawful or vice verse. This is because they are based on mere desires and false 
opinions that  are not  supported with evidence or proof. Allah then warned them with a promise 
of the Day of Resurrect ion. He asked:  



 ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ゆ⌒グ∠ム∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ∠Α ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ぁリ∠ニ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱぴ
び⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや  

(And what  think those who invent  a lie against  Allah, on the Day of Resurrect ion) What  do they 
think will happen to them when they return to Us on the Day of Resurrect ion Ibn Jarir said that  
Allah's statement :  

び⌒サゅｚレャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃モ∇ツ∠プ ヱ⊥グ∠ャ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒まぴ  

(Truly, Allah is full of bounty to mankind,) indicated that  the bounty is in postponing their 
punishment  in this world. I (Ibn Kathir) say, the meaning could be that  the Grace for people is 
in the good benefits that  He made permissible for them in this world or in their religion. He 
also has not  prohibited them except  what  is harmful to them in their world and the Hereafter.  

び∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ム∇ゼ∠Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱぴ  

(but  most  of them are ungrateful.) So they prohibited what  Allah has bestowed upon them and 
made it  hard and narrow upon themselves. They made some things lawful and others unlawful. 
The idolators commit ted these act ions when they set  laws for themselves. And so did the 
People of the Book when they invented innovat ions in their religion.  

 ∃ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ホ リ⌒ョ ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∇わ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∃ラ∇ほ∠セ ヴ⌒プ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱぴ
 ∇ク⌒ま や⇔キヲ⊥ヰ⊥セ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅｚレ⊥ミ ｚΙ⌒ま ∃モ∠ヨ∠ハ ∇リ⌒ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ∠Ι∠ヱ
 ∃りｚケ∠ク ⌒メゅ∠ボ∇んあョ リ⌒ョ ∠マあよｚケ リ∠ハ ⊥ゆ⊥ゴ∇バ∠Α ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∠ラヲ⊥ツΒ⌒ヘ⊥ゎ

∠ク リ⌒ョ ∠ゲ∠ピ∇タ∠ぺ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヶ⌒プ ∠マ⌒ャ
び ∃リΒ⌒らぁョ ∃ゆゅ∠わ⌒ミ ヴ⌒プ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ゲ∠ら∇ミ∠ぺ Ι∠ヱ  

(61. Neither you do any deed nor recite any port ion of the Qur'an, nor you do any deed, but  We 
are Witness thereof when you are doing it .  And nothing is hidden from your Lord (so much as) 
the weight  of a speck of dust  on the earth or in the heaven. Not  what  is less than that  or what  
is greater than that  but  is (writ ten) in a Clear Record.)  

 

Everything Small or Large is within the Knowledge of Allah 

Allah informed His Prophet  that  He knows and is well acquainted with all of the affairs and 
condit ions of him and his Ummah and all of creat ion and its creatures at  all t imes -- during 
every hour and second. Nothing slips or escapes from His knowledge and observat ion, not  even 


